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PREFACE.

In tins Book, it has been attempted to

supply the meansof exercisingand strength-

ening the reasoning facuUies of children,

and of giving a salutary direction to their

opening powers of observation.

It will depend a good deul upon the na-

tural understanding as well as upon the

previous education of the child, to deter-

n)ine at what age this volume may be put

into its hands.

Experience has proved that, in some

instances, eight or nine years old is not too

early.

It will be observed that the works of

Paley, have supplied the principal mate-

rials ; other eminent writers, however, have

occasionally been laid under contribution.

The part which relates to astronomy is new.
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VIEWS

OF

THE CREATION

V7E ought never to cc^ntemplate the apr.

pearances ot nature, without reference to

the Supreme Being, by whom nature wiia

created.

When vve have made this tire ruiinj; sen-
timent of our minds, we sjhall have laid the
foundaiion of religion.

Then will the world b« itself a teinpif'^

?ind our whole \i& one continued act of
adorati-on.
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The change is this, that whereas,- former-
ly, God was seldom in our thoughts, we
can now scarcely look upon any thing with-
out thinking on Him.
Every natural body then becomes, in our

eyes, a witness of the care of Uie Creator.

The contrivances which we meet with
in the natural creation, surpass the con-
trivances of mechanism, in number and
variety; and in a multitude of cases, they
are tliemselves evidently mechanical, and
as evidently contrivances, and as fit for

their objects, as are the most perfect pro-

ductions ofhuman ingenuity.

If, for example, we compare the eyes of

different animals, we shall find one general

plan laid down for all, and that plan varied

only just so much as the objects of each
may require.

In the eye itself, we behold a macliine

which none but an Almighty artist could

have constructed.

Let usj however, first consider what it is

that composes an eye. It contains three

distinct substances, shaped like the glasses

in a telescope : there are further, between
these, three clear and transparent liquids,

which allow the rays of light from the

object freely to pass through ; there le



next) a black curtain, ( the only membrane
of the body whicb is black,) s[)reu(! over

the back of the eye, so as to receive the

ininge through these transparent substances,

and placed at the precise distance behind

thein, at wliich, and at whicli ah^ne, a

<listinct image could be formed. Finally,

there is a large nerve cou)municating be-

tween this curtain and the biain; vvilhout

Vhichthe effect of li^ht upon the curtain

would be lost, that is, it v^ouUl produce no
sensation.

The manner in which si^ht is produced
may ITe mulerstood by taking the eye of an
animal, ( a bullock or a sheep,) which has

just been killed, and having closed the shut-

ters ol the room, placing it at a hole or chink

in the w^indovv, through which the light

centers. Whatever object is presented to

tlus eje, will then be found to have an ac-

cur-.Ue picture of it painted on its back part.

The coat of the eye which receives this

picture is an exceedingly fine and thin

luembrane, and, as has been mentioned,
conununicates with the brain.

Let the young reader, who has never re-

flected on the value of sight, think what
would be his situation if his eyes were
clubtd in daiknc9s ; if he could neither look

A 5
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wpon the cheerful lun, iior the green fields,

nor walk along the road without fear of
meeting with some accident.

Let luin also bear in mind, that the eye

is the tenderest organ of the human body.

'Jliough this, however, be the case, let

ns carry our examination a little further,

nnd we shall have s^ill further reason to ad-

mire the wisdom and the goodness of onr
Creator ; for in »'very thing belonging to i(,

there may be seen the extraordinary care he
has taken to preserve it.

In considering the power of sight, we
can never reflect without wonder upon the
smallness of tlie picttire which is formed iu

the back of the eye, and the fineness of the
lines in which it is drawn there. The
largest landscape is brought into a space of
half an inch in breadth, yet the multitude of
objects which it contain^, are all preserved
and distinguished, in all their sizes, places,

shapes, and colours.

The prospect from the highest mountaifi
covers a space not larger than a coin of
five-pence; and a stage-coach, passing at

its ordinary speed for halfan hour, passes over
in the eye, only one-twelfth part of an inch.

Yet this change of place in the image is
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distinctly perceived tliroughout its whole
progress.

But it is a reflection wliieh the view of
natureJeads us every hour to make, that

in the hands of the Creator, great and little

nmke no difference.

It is a very curious fact, that the inside

of the eye displays an txact resemblance
to a telescope, but infinitely more compli-
cated in its parts, and, at the same time,

infinitely better adapted for its pnr|)osp.

Any one who has ever looked through a
lelescope knows, that m order to see an
object that is distant, he must draw out
the tube which has the eye-i^lass at the end
of it—and that to see an object that is

near, he must put in the tube.

Now* the very same thing is done, at
once, by the eycy for it is furnished with a
nymber of little strings, called muscles,
which enable it at once, when occasion
requires, to lengthen or shorten the dis#.

tance between the coats of the eye, which
are, in tact, similar to so many glasses.

There is to be seen, in every thing
beloof^inor to the eye, an extraordinary
degree of care for its preservation.

It i^ lodged in a strong, deep, hony
socket, composed by the joining of seven
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different boneSj hellowed^ouicat their edges.

Within this sockef it is bedded in fat,

the best adapted of all animal substances,

both for its repose and motion.
It is further sheltered by the eje-brow,

an arch of hair, which, like a thatched
pent-house, prevents the sweat and mois-

ture of the forehead, from running down
into it.

But it is still better protected by the

eye.lid, which is always ready with incon-

ceivable quickness to defend the eye, to

moisten it, and to close it in sleep.

. Are there any purposes discoverable, in

any work of art whatever, more evident

than those which the eye-lid fulfils ? If

it be overlooked by the observer of nature,

it can only be, because it is obvious and
ft miliar.

In order to keep the eye moist and clear,

( which qualities are necessary to its bright-

ness 1 use,) a wash is constantly sup-
pliea ^e eye for the purpose, and the

superiiuc ' ^^ is conveyed to the nose,

through a hole in the bone as large as a
goose- quill.

When once the fluid has entered the
^ose, it spreads itself upon the inside of
Uie nostril; and is dried off bj the current



of warm air, \finK.n in the course of breath-

ing is constantly passing over it.

What an admirable contrivance, not
only for keeping the eye in that state on
which sight depends, but also for canning
off the moisture, which, having once per-

formed its office, is no longer necessary.

Here is a hole cut through a bone, and
a hollow channel running from it, whicb
removes the moisture when it has perform-

ed its office^ or is produced in greater

quantities than is required.

It is a remarkable proof of wisdom,
which prevails through nature, that this

liquor which moistens the eye, and the

hole which carries oif the liquor, is not

found in fishes, because the water in which
they live supplies a constant wash for the

eyes.

Were we to turn our attention to this

alone, of all the Creator's works j the

examination of the eye, its coats a^jd hu-
mours, its transparency, the shape of the

transparent body within it, which forma
the picture of the thing seen, the olack cur-

tain behind the eye, on which the picture

is painted, the eye-lid, the communication
with the nose—all forming an apparatus

to manifest in its design, so exquisite iu
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its contrivance, «o precious, %6 infinitely

beneficial in its une, it would be suflScient

to cail forth all our feelings of admiration,

praise and thanksgiving.

It would be quite too absurd to say,

that all this sliould have taken place,

merely because something must have occu-

pied those points in every animal's fore-

head—or that all this can be accounted
i'ov by the short answer, *'tliat whatever
was there must have had some form or

other."

What has chance ever done for us ? In

the human body, for instance, accident

may prodnce a wen, a wart, a mole, a pim-
ple ; but it never produces an eye.

Chance never produces an eye any where
else; for instance, in the knee, or in the

shoulder.

A clod, a pebble, a liquid drop, mis^ht

be supposed, by the ignorant, to be the

effect of chance; but never was a watch,

a telescope, or a machine of any kind, «o

produced.
In no instance hath such a thing been

ever supposed to have existed, without

some one having contrived it.

If there werebut one watch in the world,

it \tould Btill be certain that it mu»t hav«
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had a rnaker-^w« should still be as p«r-»

fectly assured thftt it proceeded from the

hand, and thought, and skill of a work-
man, as if we visited a watch-maker's shop,

and saw collected there twenfty different

kinds of clocks and watches: each ma-
chine is a proof independently of the rest.

So it is with respect to the Deity.

If, from the eye, we proceed to examine
the ear, we shall find the san\e evidence

that it was formed by an AlUwise Woik»
luau.

It would be difficult to make the reader

understand '4\\ the parts of this organ ; we
^hall, therefore, confine ourselves to those

particulars which it may be easy to explain.

Let us consider why it is that, in all anj-

luals, the Almjj^hty has made that organ
double :—may we not believe, it was in

order that sound might come to them
more quickly, and also as a wise provi-

sion in case one of them were to suffer any
injury.

The sense of hearing, as that of seeing,

<lepends on a nerve, which carries the

sounds to the brain ; hence, when we con-
sider how often we are warned by soundj$

ofthe approach of danger, we must admire
the wisdom of the Creator, who hath
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l^laced it where it can give the most spec*

dj information.

VVe may observe, also, of its outward
shape, how admirably it is adjusted to the

peculiar occasions of each animal. In man,
it is of a form proper for the erect posture

of his body.

In birds, it is of a form proper for fly-

ings, not projecting, (for that woidd hindt r

their passage through the air,) but ch)6e

and covered up.

Jn four-footed animals, its form is vari-

ous. In the Hare,* which llunks only of
escaping pursuit, it is directed bcu kwj?rd,

so as to take in the most distant sound that
comes behind her. In those that hunt
after their- pr^y, it is turned forwards, iu

order to receive notice of the object which
they pursue.

in the Mole, which is forced to mine and
dig for its food and habitation, thrre is no
<3utward ear, but a hole between the head
and shoulder, lodged deep in the back part
of the head, and covered with thick, short
4ur, to preserve it from being torn or
injured.

We may better understand the use of
the outward ear of man, by remaikirvr

ihat vvheu it ha$ been by any accident cut
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off, the bearing is confused, and the per-

son is obliged, either to form a caviiy with
the hollow of the hand, behind the ear, or

to make use of a born, in order to receive

the sound?^.

The pacsafi^e from the outside to the

bottom of the ear, also, is most deserving
of our attention. If it had been fleshy, it

would have deadened the sound:— if of
bone, it might by many accidents have
been broken off It is, therefore, formed
of gristle, which is sufficiently smooth to

give sounds an easy passage ; besides this,

it winds something like the arched cham-
beisof a snail's shell, so as to encrease, as

well as improve them.

It is evident, that even when we sleep,

the ear should be ready to receive those

sounds which announce approaching dan-
ger; hence it differs from the eye in that

respect, that it is always open, always upon
the watch.
To guard against those noxious insects

which miglu enter, as well as to preserve

it against the injury of the air, God has

furnished it with a very bitter gluey wax,
which is produced from a nutnber of little

vessels, placed there for that purpose.
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We now €eme to speak <5f tiie manner
4n which hectiing is prodneefl^ as weli as

of th« inside of ihe ear, and ki may be re-

marked, tfiat as th« eye has been compared
io a spy- glass, the ear resembles, in several

particulars, a drum.
At the bottom of the pasfage described^

a^id stretched across H ciiciilar opening ifi

tlie temple-bonej i« a thin, dry, firm, and
transparent skin ; against this, the noises

strike, as noise is produced by beatinjj

upon a drum-head.
inside the caviiy of ihe ear, there are

ihree smnll bones, fastened to euch ather
and to this skin, as well as to the nerve of
hearintr, which are called, on account xjf

their s4iape, the hammer, the anvil, and tlie

stirrup, and serve to tigliten and h)o«en the

.=ear-drum, as the braces do in the war-
drum.

If ihe noises are too loud for the nerve

of hearins:, these little bones, without our
ktiowingir, move a muscle^ which rela^cea

the skin. And when the imises a e too

low, or the hearing imperfect, they stretch

it **{) as to make the striking sounds mo*e
^fifectual upon it.

But there is still another point ofresem-

bUaoe between the ear and the war-drm« ;
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U 18 well known that in the side of the lat-

ter there id a hole, which allows the air to

pass in and out, and makes the drum-head
sound the better.—|^ow jnst such a hole

as this is found in the inside of the ear,

and communicating by a long narrow pipe,

or cannl, with the mouth, so that the air

passes freely into the cavity.

Let us consider the purpose for which
all this wonderful mechanism is contrived.

It is the sense of hearing which makea
speech so valuable, for by the two together

we make known our fears, our wants, our
pains, our sorrows, our pleasures.

Who, then, can reflect upon all this

curious apparatus, as well as its use, and
withhold from die Creator his due praise?

Who cim survey all this, and not own it to

be the work of an omnipotent, an infinitely

wise and good God ?

The eye proves the beneficence of the

Creator without the ear : the ear proves it,

also, without the eye : the proof in each
example is complete.

Let us now consider the stomach, and
we shall there, also, find the proofs of the

Creator's care and design no less evident*

In the human stomach, for instance,

vvhat a variety of strange substances are^
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in a few hours, reduced to an unirorm
pulp.

This is by ilie action cf a most extraor-

dinary hquid in the stomach, called the

gastric juice. It seizes upon and dissolves

the texture of almost every thing that

comes in its way.
Ail kinds of flesh, the seeds and fruits of

ihe greater number of plants, the roots

and stalks^ and leaves of many, hard and
tough as they are, yield to its powerful

force. The change u^rought by it is dip

ferent from any which we can produce by
art.

There was once a sailor, who, in order

to raise the astonishment of his compa-
nions, used to swallow one, two or three

pen-knives. However, he sutFered, at last,

severely for it* After frequent repetitions •

of this experiment, some ot them remained
in his stomach, and in time caused his

deaths—so curious a circumstance produced
a great deal of interest ; his body was
o|)eneci, and the knives were found more
or less eaten away by the action of the

gastric juice.

Consider, moreover, that this fluid,

stronger in its operations than boding wa-

UK) or aquafortis it^elt^ is^ nevertheless, a«
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mild as our spittle when tasted or touoliec!;

Indeed it very much resembles our spittle

m ii8 appearance.

Con-ider these several properties of tlie

Ptoniach, and of the juice with wliich it is

supplied, and you will confess it to be en-

tilled to a name which it has sometimes
received, that of ^' the chemical wonder of

animal nature."

There are about twenty different fluids

separated from the human blood, the most
unlike one another in taste, smelU colour,

iand consistency; thick, thin, salt, bitter,

fcweot. These are called the secretions.

Hy secretions, we mean the gastric

Juice, the saliva or spittle, the bile, the

slippery oil, which makes the joints supple,

the tears, which moisten the eye, the wax,
which defends the ear, the milk of a nurse,

the sweat, which relieves us when over-

heated, and other matters.

All these proceed from the blood ; and
further than this, the same blood is con-
vertt-d into hone, flesh, nerves, membranes,
[tendons; things as different from each
OJheras wood and iron, canvas or ropes,

©f which a ship is composed* -

IX we look to other kinds of animals, we
find arhongst their secretions^ not only the
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itiost vayious, bwt the most opposite pro*

parties ; the most nutritious food, the dead*
liest poison, (lie sweetest perfumes, ilie

most fetid smells.

We have no operation of art with which
we can compatre all this, for no other rea-

son, perhaps, than that all operations of
art are exceeded by it.

The productions from the blood, in tfiese

instances are very different, and the ditler^

ence exactly adapted to the work which is

to be done, or the end to be answered.

—

No account can be .i^iven of this without
resort ini^ to the appomtment and design of
an alUwise and beneticent Creator.

Why, for insianre, is the spittle wliieh

is dilTiiHed through the mouih, which \^ the

seat of taste, insipid, whilst so many other

of our secretions, stich as the tears and the

sweat, are salt ?

It is for the purpose of not interferiuij

with the taste of the different iuatter*

which we eat and drink.

VViTy does the gland within the ear se-

parate a tough substance like wax, but th«

gland in the upper angle of the e\e, a {\nn

brine which n.oistens the brdl ?

It is because the ear wants to be defei d-

ed, and the eye requin >i it) im waidu ii.



Why h the ointment of the joints o3y,

b?>t the bile bltttr ai\(i sharp?
Why does the gastric juke which flow«j

into the stomach, contain powers of di9-#

solving^ every substance fit to be taken into

the stomach ?

These are all fair qAiestions, and no an-

swer can be given to them, but that these

aie means adapted b^ theii? Creator to their

different endvS.

in considering the joints, there is no-
thing, perhaps, which ought to move our
^ralitude more than the reflection how
well they wear. A limb shall swi^g upon
its hinge, or play in i^s socket^ manj hun-
dred times in an hour, for sixty years to-

gether, without (Hminution of vts force.

This is a long tiuie for any thing to last
;

that is, tor any thing so much worked and
exercised as the joijts are.

We can never repeat loo often, how many
things must go light for us to be an hour
ftt ease ; how many mote for us to be
vigorous and aciive.

Yet strength anM health nre far more
common than weakness and disease, nm*
withHtaniiii^g that our bodies depeud U}>on

m iireat a nunvber of ins-lruui^uts o-f
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motion^ and notwithstanding tliat the

disorder of a very small matter may be
attended with grievous inconvenience.

With much compassion, (says an emi-
nent writer,) have 1 considered the state

of a certain gentleman, who was in pretty

good general health, but only wanted the

use of the two little muscles that serve to

lift up the eye-lids, and so had almost lost

the use of his sight, being forced, as long
as this defect lasted, to shove up his eye-

lids every moment with his hands.

In general, we may remark, in how
small a degree those who enjoy the per-

fect use of tueir organs know the extent of

the blessing, and the variety of their obli-

fations to Providence. They perceive the

appy result ; but they think little of the

multitude of contrivances which go to

produce it.

The variety, quickness, and precisian bf

which muscular motion is capable, are seen

in no part more remarkably than in the

human tongue.

It is worth any man's while to watch
the nimbleness of his tongue.

The wonderful readiness with which it

changes its place^ and the perfect exact*

ness of its motion.
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Ench wovd^ inid even each syllable, re-

quire s for its utterance a parucular action

of the tongue.

One, and -only one, position of the

ton«'ue will produce any particular sound
correctly. How instantaneously are these

por^iiions assumed and disiT»issed, how nu-
merous are the changes from one to another,

and yet with what certaiiUy are they

made. -

The anatomy of the tongue corresponds

will these observations upon its activity.

The muscles of the ton^-ue are so nume-
rous, and interwoven wilh one another,

that they cannot be traced by the nicest

dissection.

Let us consider the parts of the mouth
in" some of their properties.

Nine hundred and ninety^nine persons
out of a thousand are, not only able to

talk, but also to taste and swallow very^

well, and all by the help of the tongue
and moutlu

In fact, the constant w^arrnth and mois-
ture of the tongue, the thinness of the
skin, the pores upon its surface, qualify
it for its office of tastini^, as much as it3

multipUcity of fibres do for the rapid
B
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ttiovements which are necessary far

speaking.

There are brought together within tlie

mouth, more distinct uses, and parts which
execute more distinct offices, than can be
found, within the same compass, in any
other portion of the body ; for instance,

teeth of different shape, first for cutting,

secondly for grinding,—and muscles, by
which the mill of the jaws is worked-—
and fountains of spittle, springing up in

different parts of the cavity for the moist-

ening of the food, whilst the chewing is

going on—and glands to feed these ioun-

tains^—and a muscular action of a very

peculiar kind in the back part of the cavity,

for the guiding of the chewed food, in its

passage towards the stomach, and for car-

rying it along that passage.

In the mean time, and within the same
cavity of the mouth, is going on another

business, altogether different from what is

here described, that of breathing and
speaking. For in addition to all that has

been mentioned, we have another passage

opened from this cavity to the lungs, tor

the admission of air only.

We have muscles, some in the throat*

for the purpose of making the air, in its
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passage, produce all those varieties of

souncis and tones, wbich are used in

speaking all the languages of the earth.

How poor is the contrivance of any

musical instrument compared to the hu-

man mouth.
In no work of art are there so many

nscs so aptly combined as in the human
mouth ; and yet there is none where the

structure is so simple.

The mouth, with all these uses, is but a

single cavity, one machine, with its parts

neither crowded nor confused, and each

unembarrassed by the rest.

If we cannot eat and sing at the same
nminent we can eat one moment and sing

the next, the breathing proceeding freely

all the while.

There is one case, however, of this dou-
ble office which the mouth alone could
not perform, and that is, carrying on
together the two actions of sucking and
breathing, which is absolutely necessary
for an infant.

Another way, therefore, is opened for

the air, namely through the nose, which
lets the breath pass backward and forward,

whilst the lips of the child, in the act of
sucking, are necessarily shut close upon
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the breast from which the nourishment is

drawn. i »! r

It is a circumstance worthy of notice,

that the noye would have been necessary

for this purpose, even if it had not been
the organ of smellinyr. .

The makini; it the seat of a sense was
giviijg it a new use, but the part was al-

ready wanted for this other purpose, name-
ly to allow the possibility of an infant

beinii' fed.

The number of muscles which must
work together, in order that we should
be able to breathe,, is., very great. Physi-

cians reckon up a hundied muscles that

are employed every time we take in our
breath, yet we take in; or let out our breath,

without reflecting what a work is there-

by performed—what an apparatus of in-

struments we are provided with for the

service, and how many must contribute

their assistance to enable us to breathe.

Breathmg with ease is a blessinij^ of
every moment, yet of all others, it is that

which we possess with the least consci-

ousness. A man in an asthma istlie only
one who knows how to estimate it.

liet lis consider the muscles^ a' little

further. *
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Mr. Home lias observed, that the most
iiDportant and tlie most delicate actions
are |)erronned in the body by the smallest
n)usc!ee^5 and he mentions, as his examples,
the muscles wliich have been discovered
in tlie eye and in the ear.

The smallness of these muscles is aston*

i>^liini^. They are so much finer than
hairs, that they must be looked at through
a magniijing ^lass in order to be seen at

all
;

yet are they real effective muscles,

and not only such, but the grandest and
most precious of our faculties, namely,

our sight and hearing, depend upon their

liralih and action.

What contrivance can be more wonder-*

ful than the following, nameiyj a slit in one
muscle to Itt another muscle pass ihrongh
it ? This structure is found in the muscles
Avhich move the toes and fini^ers. The
long muscle or tendon, as it is called, in

the foot, which bends the first joint of the

toe, paswses through the short tendon which
bends the second joint, which course

allows to the muscle more liberty, and
a more commodious action, than it would
otherwise have been capable of exerting.

There is nothing in the belts or straps of

a coiion-mill that more evidently shows
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design ihaa (he passing of the one muscle

tluough a hole in the other.

The next circumstance to mention is, if

possible, a stiil more decisive mark of in-

tention than ti e other, and that is, the ten-

dons whicli pass from the leg to the foot

heiuij bouiid down by a ligament or band
at the ancle.

The foot is pl:?ced at a considerable

angle with tlie \eg : it is m uiifest, therefore,

that flexible strings passing aloni>' the infe.

vior of the angle, if left to liiemselves,

would, when stretched, start up from it

;

the obvious means of prevention, there-^

fore, is to tie them down,
And this is done in fact ; for across the

interior, rather just above it, the anatomist

finds a strong ligament or band, under
which the tendons pass to the foot. The
effect of the ligament, as a bandage, can be
made evident to the senses, for if it be cut,

the tendons start up, as they might be ex-

pected to do if it was not there.

Tiie simplicity, yet the clearness of this

contrivance, and its exact resemblance to

established recourcesofart, place it amongst;

the most undoubted instances of desigu

with which we are acquainted.

Let us now consider the blood.
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The disposiiion of the blood vessels is

like that, of the water pipes in a city, name-
ly, larire and main trunks brandling off

by smaller pipes, (and these again by still

narrower tubes,) in every direction, and
towards every part in which the fluid can
be M^anted.

So far, the water pipes which serve a

town may represent the vei^els which carry

the blood from the heart.

But there is another thing necessary to

the blood which is not wanted for the wa-
ter, and that is, the carrying of it back
again to its source.

For this office, a reversed set of vessels

is prf'pared, which are pnited at their ex-
tremiues with the extremities of the first

set, and collect from them the divided
streamlets into branches, and these branches
are again collected into trunks, and
throuo:h them, the blood is returned to the

fountain whence its motion proceeded,
namely, to the heart,

Tiie body thus contains twosets of blood
vessels* The arteries which send the blood
out from the hearty and the veins which
carry the blood back to it.

The blood in going out passes . always
from wider into narrower tubes^ and iu
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cnminf^ bnckj it pnBSos from narrower into
M ider ; the arteries wliich carry out the
blood are ibrmed of miicli rougher and
8lron<rrr coats tlum the veins which bring
it back.

And therefore it is, that in (he arteries,

hy reason of the jrreater force by which
the blood is urged along tliem, a wound or

rupture would be more dangerous than in

the vt ins.

Now we .find that the arteries are de*
fended from injury, not only by their tex-

ture but by their situation, find by every
advantai;e of situation which can be given
to them,

S(mietimes they creep ah>n<2^ j^rovrs

made for (hem in the bones : for instance,

theiKuler edge of the ribs is sh)ped and
furrowed;, as if solely for the passage of
these vessels^

Sometimes ihey proceed in channels
protected by stout parapets of bone or

muscle on each side, which last desciip-

tion is rematkable in the bones of the

jingers, they being hollowed out in the

vmderside, hke a scooji, in such a manner
that the finger may l)G cut across^ to the

lone widiout hurtuig the artery which
lunB along it.
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In other instances, the arteries p isg in

en rials, which are in thervei'y middle of the

subjsfaiice of the bone; this tak^-s pUice in

the lowerjaw,

^ Ad this care is wonderful, yet not more
»lhan the importance of the case requires.

To those who venture their livos in a

ship,; k> has been often said that there is

only an inch board between them ancl

death, but in the body itself, especially in

the system of arteries, there is, in many
pans, only a film or a thread.

.For whih reason, the arteries lie deep
under the skin, whereas the veins, in which
the mischief that ensues from injuring the

coat is much less, lie in general above the

arteries, they come nearer to the surface,

im[ are more exposed.
The next thing to be considered is the

engine which woik^ this machinery' of tike

blood vessels, namely,, the heart.

There is found in the central part of the
body a hollow muscle, called the heart,

bedded in strong fibres.

By the contraction of these fibres, the
siJes of the heart are necessarily squeezed
together, so as to force out the blood
whiQh : it contained ; and again, by th^

relaxation of the same fibres,; the cavity is
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in its turn dilateil, and of courec prepared
to admit llie blood when poured back into

it by the veins.

This is a general account of the appa-
ratus, and the simplest idea of its action is,

that by each contraction of the heart a
portion of blood is forced, by a sort of
syiinge, into the arteries, and at each dila-

talion of the heart, an equal portion is re*

ceived bark into it from the veins.

This produces, at every stroke, a motion
and change in fhe mass of blood, equal to

tlie amount of what the heart contains,

which, in the heart of a full grown person,
is about an ounce, or two table spoonsful.

We may, any of us, feel this beating of
the heart, and also the pulse at our wrists ;

,

they move exactly together and depend
upon the same cause; they are each of
them the action of squirting the blood
through the arteries.

The heart contracts about four thousand
times in one hour; from which it follows,

tliat there passes through the heart, every

hour, four thousand ounces of blood. Now
the whole mass of blood is said to be
about twenty-five pounds, or three hund-
red ounces, so that a quantity equal to the

whole mass of blood passes through the
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heart fourteen times in one honr^ which is

- about once every four minutes.

Consider what an affair this is when we
come to very larj^e animals.

The great artery of a whale is larger in

the bore than tlie main pipe of the water
works at London bridi^e ; and the water
roaring in its passaj^e lhrouii;h that pipe, \h

inferior in force and velocity to the blood
gushing from the whale's heart.

The heart performs this office in con-
junction with another office of equal curi-

osity and importance : it is necessary that

the blood should be coniinually brought
into contact with the air.

So that the air., by some means or other,

must be introduced into a near communi-
cation with the blood.

The lungs of animals are constructed

for this purpose; they consist of blood

vessels and air vessels lying close to each
other.

The internal surface of these vessels in

the lungs is so great, that, if collected and
spread out, they would be, in a man,
equal to a surface of fitteen square feet.

As soon as the bh)od is received byHhe
heart from the veins, und before it is sent

out again into its arteries, it is carried by
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the contraction of. the heart to the hings,

and made to enter their air vessels, firc>ni

vt^hith, after it has been aired, i( is brought
hy a large vein once more to the heart, to

be thence distributed anew into the arte-

ries. •
-

"The wisdom of the Crf^ator, ' saith

, Bamburgher, ''is in nothing seen more
fyloriously than in the heart;" and how
well doth it execute i(s office !

An anatomiist, who understood the struc-

ture of the heart, might say, beforehand,

that it would play, tmt he would naiurally

expect from the complexity of its mechan-
ism, and the delicacy of mony of its parts,

that it would always be liable to derange-

ment, or that it would soon wear itself

out.

Yet, docs this wonderful machine go
night and day, and often for eighty years,

at the rate of a hundred thou'-and strokes

every twenty-four hours, having at every

stroke resistance to overcome, and it con-

tinues this action, for this length of time,

wiihout disorder, and without weariness.

Here, also, we cannot consider but with

gratitude, how happy it is that our vital

motioPrS are involuntary.
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We sboulcl have enougli to do if we had
to keep our hearts beating, and our sto-

machs at work.
Jf these things depended upon our own

care and attention, they would not leave

us leisure for any thing else. We must
have been continually upon the watch,

and continually in fear : nor would this

constitution have allowed us ever to sleep.

It might, perhaps, be expected, that an
orii^an so precious as the heart should be

defended by a case.

Tlie fact is, (hat a purse or bag, made
of strong tough materials, is provided for

it, holding the heart within its cavity,

sitting loosely and easily about it, guard-
ing its substance, wiiho\it confining its

motion, and containing likewise, a spoon-
ful or less of water, just sutEcient to keep
the surface of the heart in a state of sup-

pleness and moisture.

Does not the enclosing of the heart in

a sack, which answers no other purpose
but that enclosure, show the care and de-

sign that has been taken of its preservation ?

The blood is constantly supplying mate-
rials for the spiiile, perspiration, and tears,

the wajc in the ear, and other snecreiions.

C
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On the other hand, the blood is con*

stantly supplied and renewed by our food ;

the Tttanner in which this is effected is well

worthy our attention.

The food descends by a wide passage

into the intestines ; undergoing a prepara-

tion on its way, by being chewed and
moistened in the mouth.
Can it be doubted, with what design

the teeth were placed in the road to (he

stomach, or that there was a choice of a
wise Creator, in fixing them in this si-

tuation.

The teeth are admirably fitted for their

office ; some of them are sharp, as those

in the front, for separating the food

;

others are broad and flat, for the purpose
of bruising it.

Let us also take occasion to admire the

goodness and wisdom of the Almighty, in

furnishing each animal with the teeth best

fitted for the food in which the animal

takes delight.

To those animals, which live upon soft

food, teeth for cutting would be useless

;

and, therefore, they are without them.
But those which live upon the flesh of

their prey, are furnished with cutting
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teeth, for the purpose of k?aring it asun*
der. Whilst man, who consumes not only

animal, but vegetable tbod, is provided
with both.

After the food has got into the stomach,
it there is further prepared by what is

called digestion.

The figure and position of the stomach,
are calculated for detaining the food long-

enough for the action of its gastric juice,

which is the liquid provided there to effect

digestion.

The stomach has the shape ofthe pouch
ofa pag-pipe ; and, what is very curious,

the passage by Vihich the food leaves it, is

somewhat higher up than the passage by
which it enters ; so that it is by the con-
traction of the muscular coat of the sto-

mach, that the contents, after having under-
gone the application of the gastric juice,

are gradually pressed out.

The gastric juice is so powerful, that

upon an experiinent which was made, a
qnarfer of an ounce of beef had scarcely

touched the stomach of a crow, when it

began to be dissolved.

Digestion is not putrefaction : for the

digesting fluid resists putrefaction most
eflfectually.

c 2
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Nor i^ it a fernientation : for the soltj-

tion b^giijc^ at the surface, and proceeds to

the center, coiUrary to (he order in which
feririentt^tioa nets and spreads.

Nor is it elfocled by the action of heat

:

for th'j coUl maw of a cod will dissoiv^e tlie

shells of crabs or lobster-?, harder than the

sides of the cod's stoioachj which contain
tliein.

The f>;astrlc juice of a hawk or kife will

not afreet grain ; no, not even to finish

tlie hah' digested seeds, which are left ia

the crops of the sj)arrows that (he bird

devour?;.

Tiie reason of that i-, that grain is not

intended for the food of hawks or kites.

Bui the grain is speedily dissolved by
the gastric juice of poultry, because graia

was intended for thtir food.

For the same reason the gastric juice.of

the sheep and the ox speedily dissolves

vegetables ; but makes no inipression upon
beef, nuitton, and other animal bodies,

though the gastric juice of animals, which
live on flesh, will at once, as has been
said l)efore of the erow^ produce the solu-

tion.

Doctor Hunter discovered a property of
this, ftuid of a must curious bind; namely^
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that in the i^tonuicli.s of animals which
feed upon tlesh, though this fluid acts

^

irresistably upon animal substances when
*

dead, it will not operate upon living sub-
stances at all.

The flesh of any thing- that has life in it

suffers no injury from the s^astric juice;
worms and insects are found alive in the

stomach of many animals, and tlie coats
of the human stomach in a healthy state,

are not injured by tiie gastric juice which
thev contain.

Yet in cases of hudden death it has been
known to eat a hole. through the bowel
which contains it.

How nice is this discriminalion, and yet
how necessary.

The food having been thus converted
into pulp, by the gastric juice in the stOv*

inach, passes into the guts ; and, thoug!i

lately consisting of vaiifjus kijuis of meats,

fiuits, ami vegetables, it is reduced to one
iinironn su'^stance, fitted tor vieidnvg its

essence called chyle, which is a liquor re-

feemblinty n)i!k more than any other lup.ior

with which it can be co;n pared,

'I'he interlines or guts form a canal of

no less than thirly-six feet ui lcn;-:,lli \ but
^

c 3
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they are so carefully folded up as to go
inlo a 8iTiall compass.

'rhrougbout t)\e course of tlieir whole
length, their inside coat is covered with
the mouths of millions of small pipes, far

snialler then hairs,

Th(^se pipes or tubes, which are so fine

and slender as scarcely to be visible, branch
off fi'om every part of the intestines, and
have th' ir other ends united in a bag, of
size sufficient to hold about two table

J^poon fulls; in this bag the chyle is col»

lected.

From tliis vessel a main pipe proceeds,

climbing up to the bnck part of the chest,

and afterwar(]s creeping along the gullet

till it reaches the neck, and there it dis-

charges itself into a large vein, which
conveys ti)e chyle flowing along with the

blood into the heart.

The whole road of the chyle can be
exhibited to the eye ; nothinij is left to be

feu})plied by imagination or conjecture.

iNow we n.ay remark the extraordinary

length of the intestines, which in a man is

six times that of the body.

These long bowels seem in no wise

necessary, hierely for a passage ; but in

order to allow time arm space for the
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€xfraction of the chyle from the digested

food.

So that the chyle which escapes from
being taken up in one part of the guts,

may be taken up in another.

The length of the canal L^ of evident use

for this purpose.
It was necessary that these tubes which

take up the chyle, or their mouths at least,

should be made as narrow as possible^ in

order to prevent the admission into the

blood of any pirtiv^le, large enough to

make a lodgment afterwards in the small

arteries, and thereby to obstruct the cir-

culation.

And it was also necessary that this ex-

treme fineness of the tubes should be com-
pensated by their number, for a large

quantity of chyle, not less tlian two or

three quarts in a day, is by some means or

other to be passed through them.
Accordingly, we find the number of these

chyle tubes, exceeding all power of com-
pulation.

The chyle enters the blood in an odd
place, but perhaps the most commodious
possible ; namely, at a large vein in the

neck, so situated with respect to the dr-
c«la(ior>, as speedily to bring the dijle

and blood mixed together to the heart.

/
/
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Who could have dieamt of a commiani-.

cation from the inHiiie of the guts, to the

great vein of the ni^ck ?

Who could have suspected that this

very comunication shouhl be the contii-

vance by which all nourishment is con-
veyed to the body; or this the pl^ce»

where, by a sitle iiilet, the important mix-
lure is formed between the blood and the

chyle which feeds it ?

It was remaiked once by » person, who
knew the anatomy of the human figure,

ihat every time a man lifts his hand to hU
head, he has cause to admire the power
and wisdom of the Almi^^hty*

And this was well said, for he hns only

to reflect, how many things are requisite

for the performing of this action, familiar

and simple as it seems to be.

First, he must have a long, hard tube

of a bone, in order to give to tlie arm iis

firmness; but which being rigid, and its

substance inflexible, can only turn upon
joints.

Secondly, he must have joints for i\m
purpose: one at the shoulder to raise the

arm, anothor at the elbow to bend it.

Thtse joints cpntinually fed with a soft
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oil to make the parts slip easily upon on«i

anorhrr, nnd lield tojzether by strong bracef»

to keep them in their position.

Then St I in»j;s and muscles for the pur-

pose of drawincT the i^ones in the directions

ill whicii the ji>iiVs allow them to move.
A farther provision is still necessary

;

namely, a con^nmnicaiion with the brain,

by mea ns of nerves.

We know tlie existence of this commu-
nication, i>ecause we can see the comaui-
iucaiini>' threads^ and can trace them to

the brain.

if we consider the body of any 'Miimal,

we can!U)t forget to notice what a number
€f instruments are brought together, ai]d

often withui how small a compass.
It is a cluster of contrivances.

!n a Gokliinch, for instance, and in the

^innle oiu\ce of matter which composes its

|j(ody, we have instrunjients for eating, for

cfigesting, for funuishment, for breathing,

i'or sinking, fur running, for flying, for

^^(iigjfor liearing, lor snjclling, each en-

lirely ^ifterent from ail the rest.

A i;?nher proof of the care and design of

onv Creator, is the exact correspondence
o{ the two sides of the same animal, the

right hand ansvverin<^lo the left, leg lu leg^

5
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rye to eye, one sid^ of the couu(enaoce to

the other.

In a picture or statue this forms one of
the greatest difficulties of the artist, and
requires a constant attention to this pro-

perty of his work distinct from every other.

It is a very difficult thing to get a wig
made even ; yet how very seldom do we
see the human face made crooked ?

The exact resemblance of the two eyeg

to each other, is a property much to be
admired, considering how various and de-

licate are the shades of colour with which
they are tinged ; how variously the eye
may be mounted in its socket ; and how
different in different heads, eyes are actually

set. .

From amongst ten thousand eyes it

would perhaps be impossible to match one,

except with its own fellow, or to distribute

them into suitable pairs by any other

selection than that which actually exists.

Another perfection of the body is the

manner in which it is packed, nothing

seems more suprising.

Examir^e the contents of the body of any
large animal.

Take notice how soft, how tender, how
intricate, the§e content* are; how cqn-
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slamly in ac?4ioiii, how necessary to life

;

reflect upon the danger of any injury to

their substance, or any derangement to

their position, or any obstruction to their

office.

Observe (he heart panting at the center,

at the rate of four thousand strokes in an
hour ; observe one set of pipes, namely,
the arteries, conveying the stream of blood

away from it; another set, namely, the

veins, bringing the blood back again.

Observe the lungs performing their nice

office; namely, stretching and contracting

their many thousand vessels, in a manner
which cannot cease for a minute, without
causing death.

Observe the stomach ejcercising its pow-
erful actions ; the bowels propelling the

digested food, whilst the most minute ves-

sels opening out upon their inner surface,

are collecting from it as it proceeds, and
are sending to the blood an incessant sup*
ply of prepared nourishment, called chyle.

Observe that blood pursuing its incessant

round, w^hile the liver, the kidneys, and
many other organs, are drawing oft' from it

all the while their proper secretions.

All these several oparations, together
with others more subtile, but less capable
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of being invesligated,, are going on within
us at one and the same time.

Think of this and then observe, how the

body itself, which is the case which holils

this machinery, is rolled and joked, and
tossed about ; the mechanism remaininir

nnhurt, and with very little molestation,

even of its nicest motions.

Observe a rope-dancer, a tumbler, or a
monkey, the sudden twistings, and jerks,

and shakings, v/hich the internal parts

must sustain, by the postures into which
their bodies are thrown ; and observe the

shocks which these parts often receive in

younselves, from sudden falls and bruises

wiihout receiving much damage.
Observe this, and then reflect, how firmly

every part must be secured ; how carefully

cit fended, how well tied down, and packed
together.

CHAP. ir.

Let us now consider the properly of
animal beauty.

That is to say, the provision which is

4amde in the body of almobt every anima^
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'to adapt its appearance to the tastes of the

animals with which it hus to do.

Ill our own specieB for example, only
consider what the pnrts and materials are,

of which the fairest body is composed, and
no further observation will be necessary,

to show how well those thino-s are wrapped
up, so as to form a mass which shall be
capable of symmetry in its proportions^ and
of beauty in its appearance
How firm and strong and light the bones

are, how admirably they are covered, the

bowels concealed, the roughness of i!ie

muscles smoothed and softened ; and how
over the whole is drawn a coveiing of fair

ilesh and skin, which instead of the difgiist-

ing materials of a dissecting-roorn, produces
an object of pleasure to the sight.

All this is the work of an infinitely wise
God.

Jn plants, and especially in the flowers of
plants, the principle of beauty holds a still

more distinguished place.

Why, ibr instance, docs the flower of a
tulip, when advanced to its size imd nia-

rurity, assume Fuch splended colours ? The
purposes of vegetable life, so far as we ran
S6^e, might have been carried on as w ell by
its continuing green.
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The skin or covering of aiiimak^ te that

upon which their appearance cliiefly de-
pends, and it is that part which perhaps
in all animals is most decorated, and most
fvee from impurities.

But were beauty entirely out of the ques-
tion, there is still another purpose answered
by this covering, which is of far greater im-
portance, and that purpose is concealment.

Were it possible to view the mechanism
of our bodieSj the sight would strike us

wdth terror.

For we durst not make a single move-*

raent, or stir a step from the place we were
in, if we saw our own blood circulating, the

tendons pulling, the lungs blowing, the
humours filtrating, and all the incompre-
hensible assemblage of fibres, tubes, pumps,
valves, currents, and pivots, which sustain

our life.

Let us now consider animals as compared
with each other.

There exists between all large terrestrial

animals a great degree of general resem-
blance.

In them all, life is sustained, and the
body nourished, by nearly the same con*
trivances.
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The heart, the lungs, the sloniacli, i\\6

liver, the kidneys, are much alike in al! ;

the same fluid (for no distinction of blood

has been observed) circulates throu<>h their

vesseli^, and nearly in the same order.

The covering' of different animals is the

fir^-t thinii; which presi nts itself to our o!)-

servation, and in truth, both for its variety,

and its p.nitahleness to their s( veral natures,

is as much to be admired as any part of

their structure.

We have bristles, wool, furs, ft^allnrH,

quills, prickles, yet in this diversity boih of

umterial and form, we cannot change one

animal's coat for another, without evidently

changing; it for the worse.

The human animal is the only one uhich
IS naked, but then it is the only one which
can clothe itself,

'J'hisis one of the properties which ren-

ders man an animal of al! climates, and of

all reasons, and which vvas neccwS^iary lor

him, as he is to inhabit every part ot the

earth

For thus he can adapt tlie warmth or

li;Liluness of his covering to the temperature
of his habitat ion.

li'dd man been born with a fleece upon
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his back, although he migUt have been com-
forted by iis warmth in very cold countries,

it would have become intolerably oppress

sive for those who lived in the torrid zone.

What art however does for man, Provi-

dence has in many instances done for those

aiiimals which are incapable of art.

Their clothing changes, by the wise pro-

vision of the Being who created them, with

their necessities.

This is particularly the case with that

iariTe tribe of quadrupeds covered vvith furs.

Every dealer in hare-skins, and rabbit-

skins, knows how nmch the fur is thickened

by the approach of winter,

it is also a further illustration of the

Creator's wisdom and goodness, that wool,

happily for the animals, degenerates in hot

countries into hiur.

Whilst, on the contrary, hair is turned

into wool, or something very like it in the

dogs of the polar regions.

The cause of this is most deserving of
onr admiration, hair is cooler as a covering

than wool ; and, therelore, it is found in

those countries where the weather is in-

tensely hot. Wool, on the other hand, be-

ing the warmer, Prondtnce gives it as a
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clothing for animals in those counlrifs

whf^re additional warmth is necessary.

To which we may add, that bears, wolvrs,

foxes, hares, which don't take the water,

have the fur much thicker on the back, than
on the belly, whereas in the beaver, and
other animals fond of swimming, it is

thickest upon (he belly.

The reason of this is most illustrative of
God's care and goodness in the animals
that pass much time in the water, the belly

being most exposed to the cold, has the

warmest covering ; whereas in animals that

Jive on land, the additional warmth of
clothing is iiiven (o the back, that being
most in want of it.

'J'he covering of birds cannot escape the
attention of the most careless observer ; i's

lightness, its smoothness, its warmth, the
disposition of the feathers all inclined back-
ward, the down about their stem&, the

over-lapping of their tips, their difF:^rent

forms, not to mention the variety of thtir

colours, constitute a vestment for the body
so beautiful, and so appropriate to (he life

which the animal is to.lead, that we should
in all probability, have had no conception
/of any thing equally perfect, if we ha<l
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nf^ver fvcn it, t.or cati we now imagine any
ihin^ more perfect.

Let us suppose a person who had never
seen a bird, to be presented with a

phicked plieasant, and bid io set his wits

to work liow to contrive for it a coverins:,

which shauld unite the qnabtiesof wannth,
)'<j[htnes8, and the least pos-ible resistance

to the air
;

gi\ ini>" it also, as !nuch of beauty
and ornament hs he could allbrd.

After all his blundering trials, he would
be she person most fitted to behold the

work of the Deity in this }vui of His cren-

tion, with the sentiments which are due
to it.

In con^paring^ different animals tlure

is no part of their stn^.cJure wliichex-
Inbits oreater vaiiety, or a nicer acconi-

modallwn to their (iiiferent wants, than

thiit which is seen in the form of their

mouths.
In the human specie^, forasmuch ns

lia re are hands to convey the food to the

nif'U'h, the mouth is flat, and fitted ordy

tor recrivinw" the food. But the dog has

]M-ojpctini^ jaws fUid pointed teeth, such ns

fit iiiin t!«r snatching, and St iziug the ob«

jecis of his [MH y.
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The -ridl llpp, thi? rou<Th tonffiao, and

the broad cuiting-teeth of (he ox and
fhe (leer/ the horse and (he sheep, qua-
lify ibeiii for browsing* on (he pasture,

( ilher gathering larf^e mouihfuls at oace,

where the grass is lontr, or biting close

where il is short, whicli the horse and
the sheep are able to do in a degree that

one coidd hiardly expect.

The retired under-jaw of a swine, works
in the ground, a(ter the projecting snout
like a sprong or prougli has made its way
lo die loots uj)on which it feeds.

Could any olhcr form be belter calcti-

lated for the animal, or for the manner in

Wtiick it obtiuns its food in a wild state.

in l)irds, the mouth aj-simies a new cha-

racter, new both in .substance and in form

;

but in both wonderfully adapted to the

warns and u^es of their mode of life.

We have no longer the fleshy lips, the

teeth of enanicUed bone ; but we have in

place of tliem, and fitted to perform the

o.lFice of both, a hard substa^nce ; namely,
the bill, cut out into proper shapes, and
mechanically suited to the actions which
fire Wciuted.

: The sharp edge and tempered poird of

the sparrou^s bill picks almost ^SMxy kinil
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©f seed fVom its concealment in tlie plant,

and not only so, but hulls tlie grain, and
breaks and shatters the coats of the seed,

in order to get at the kernel.

The hooked beak of the hawk tribe,

separates the flesh from the bones of
the animals which it feeds tipon, almost
with the cleanness and precision of a dis-

secter's knife.

The spoon-shaped bill of a oroose ena-
bles it to graze, to collect its food from the

bottom of pools, or to seek it amidst
the soft or Liquid substances with which it

is mixed.
The long tapering bill of the snipe and

wood-cock, penetrates still deeper into

moist earth, which is the bed in which the

food of that species is lodged ; this is ex-
actly the sort of instrument which the ani-

mal wanted.
It did not want strength in its bill, which

was inconsistent with the slender form of
the animal's neck ; as well as unnecessary
for the kind of food upon which it subsists.

But it wanted length to reach its object,

and length was accordingly given to it.

And what is mdst extraordinary of all,

in some kind of animals which change
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their form, one sort of mouth, as the occa-

sion requires, ivS changed into another sort.

The catterpillar lives only upon veget-

able food ; and is, therefore, fnrnished with

teeth for the purpose of biting the leaves

which it devours.

When it becomes a winged insect, its

food changes to the honey which is found

in the honey-cup of flowers; teeth would
be therefore useless, and accordingly it has

instead of teeth, a*long trunk, to pump it

lip from its retreat.

Whilst the insect can only creep, it has

the means of gathering the food fitted for

it, namely, teeth; but when it obtains

wings, it is enabled to gather that food,

to which it then possesses the means of
flying.

Amid these novelties of form, we some-
times forget that it is all the while the

mouth of the same individual ; whether it

be lips, or teeth, or bill, or beak, or shears,

or pump, it is the same part changed in its

form.

It is also remarkable, that under all the.

varieties of shape with which we are ac-

quainted, and which are very great, the

organs of taste and smelling are situated^

Dear each oth^r.
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Ar.ather su^vjoct of comparison l>eUveen
sniiiials is in their instiumcnfs of motion ;

these come before us under three divisions :

feet, wings, and fins ; let any one say whe-
ther they are not all equally fitted for their

use, or whether the same consummate
wisdom is not conspicuous in them all.

The elements in which the motion is (o

be performed, are very different. The na-
ture of animal motions, must, therefore,

necessarily conform to that difference.

The Creator, if vve might so speak, had
to prepare for different situations, and for

different difficulties; yet the purpose is

accomplished with equal success in all

cases,

And it is accomplished without desert-

ing the general resemblance between
wings and the corresponding limbs of
quadrupeds.

Strip a wing of its feathers, and it bears

no ^mall resemblance to the fore-leg of a
quadruped. The joints at the shoulder

and the elbow are much alike, and what
is a closer circumstance of resemblance,

in both cases the upper part of (he limb
consists of a single bone, the lower purl

9f* ^wo.
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The stcf rage of a bird in its flight,

is aflected purlly by the wiii^^s, but still

more by the toil ; and herein we meet
wilh a circiiujstaiice not a little remark-
able. Birds U'ilh long legs have short

tails, and they are mostly such birds as

wado, to whom long tails would be an
incumbrance.

Such birds {x\ their flight, place their

legs close to their bodies, and at the same
time stretch them out backwards as far as

they can. In this position the legs extend
beyond the rump, and become the rudder^

supplying that steerage which the tail could
not.

Look at the next crane or heron that

you see, and you will perceive this to be
the case. Indeed in those birds when they

are on the wing, the legs are often mistaken
for a tail.

Observe now the web-foot of water-

fowl ; the usefulness of the Web to water-

fowl, and its uselessness to land-fowl, are

so obvious, that it seems impossible to

notice the difference without acknow-
ledging how kindly the Almighty has

fitted each lor its peculiar life, as before

mentioned,
D
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The ears of beasts of prey^ of Hone,

tigers, wolves, have their trumpet part^

or hollow, standing forwards, to seize

the sounds which are before them ; that is,

the sounds of the animals which they pur-

sue or watch.

But the ears of animals of flighfj for in-

stance, the hare and the deer, are turned

backward, to receive notice of the ap-

proach of their enemy from behind, as it

is from thence he might steal upon them
unseen.

We may remark a circumstance in the

structure of tlie claws of certain birds
;

the middle claw of the heron and cormo-
rant, is toothed and notched like a saw ;

these birds are great fishers, and these

notches assist them in holding their slip-

pery prey ; the use is evident.

The gannet, or soland goose, has the

side of its bill irregularly jagged, that it

may hold its prey the faster, and the rea-

son why no such provision was annexed
to the claws, is this, that the feet are em-
ployed in swimming.
A more distinguishing instance of the

care of Providence, can hardly be ima-

gined, than the providing of things before
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haiul, which are not to be iksed until a
considerable time afterwards.

The hunan teeth afford an instance,

not only of this contrivance w:ith regard
to the future, but further, of the complex
tioii of the contrivance being designedly

suspended, until the moment when it was
Miauled,

For they are formed within the gums,
andthtre they stoj) ; the fact being, that

tluir farther advance to maturity, would
not only be useless to the new born
animal, but extremely in its way, as it

is evident that the act of sucking, by
which it is for some time to be nourished,

will be performed with more ease both
to the nurse and to the infant, whilst

the inside of the mouth, and the edges
of the e^ums, are smooth and soft, than if

get with hard pointed bones.

But the teeth are ready for use^ by the

time thc^y are wanted for more substan-
tial food, and also ibr speech.

They have been lodged within the gums
for some months past, but detained as it

were in their sockets, so long as their fur-

ther growth would interfere with the office

to yvhieli the mouth u then designed.

I) 2
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Our Maker looked beyond the first year
of the infant's life; yet^ whilst he was
providini^ for functions which were alter

that term to become necessary, he was
careful not to incommode those which pre-

ceded them.
What renders it more evident that this is

the effect of design, is, that the teetli are

born imperfect, whilst all olher parts of Ihe

mouth are peri'ect.

The lips are perfect, the tongue is per-

fect, liie cheek, tlie jaws, the palate, are all

perfect when a child is born ; the teeth

alone are not so.

The parts al)ove enumerated are called

into use from the beginning, whereas the

teeth would be only so many obstacles and
annoyances, if they were there.

Thus it is with resoect to the human
mouth.

Wiien a contniry order is necessary, a

contrary order prevails. In the worm of
the beetle as hutcheil from the egg, the

teeth are ihe very firr,t things which arrive

at perfection, tbr the iii^ect is obliged to

begin to gnaw as soon as it escapes from
the shell, thougli its other parls are oniy

gradually advanciuij to their nuiturity.
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What has oecn observed of the teeth, is

true of the horns of animals^ and for the

same reason, the horn of a calf or lamb,

does not bud until the animal is quite ca-

pable of browsing upon its pasture; because

i?uch a substance upon the forehead of the

young animal, would very much incom-

mode the teat of the dam, in the office of

arivmor suck.

It is not easy to conceive a more evident

contrivance for the future, than that which
is found in the milk of the female parent.

At the moment the young animal enters the

world, there is its maintenance ready for it.

The particulars to be remarked in this

are neither few, nor unimportant ; we have
first, the nutritious quality of the fluid, un-

like^ in this respect, every other secretion

of the body.

Nature hitherto remains unimitated in

this, neither cookery nor chemistry having
been able to make milk out of grass.

The production of milk is a constant

wonder ; and it adds to other causes of our
admiration, that the number of the teats

or paps in each species, is found to bear a
proportion to the number of the young.

|n the sow, the b^jtch, the rabbit, the

B 9
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cat, the rat, which have niimeraus Inters,

rile paj3s are numerous, and are disposed
'c\\o\)(T the whole length of the belly ; butiu
the cow and mare, they are few, because
they have but a single younc^one.
Another instance of provision for the

future, may be seen in the lunos.

Conf^iderini^ the state in which an nnimal
exists before its birth, shut up in the pa-

rent's wornb witfK)iit air, and not needissg

it, we should look for any thino- in its body,
rather than a system of huin;s. It is lik^?

findina: a pair of bellows in the bottom of

the sea.

Of no sort of use in the situation which
thej are found, because air cannot reach

them, formed for an action which was im-

possible to be exerted, boldinnr no relation

to the element which surrounds them, but

to another element in another place.

Another striking instance of the care of

Providence, is in the remedies which it

provides for the peculiar wants of. some
animals.

At the corner of a bat's wing there is

a bent claw, in the form of a hook, by

wliich the bat attaches itself to the sides of

rock^ cavef?, and buiiding«, l^^^ving hold
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of crevices, joinings, eliinks, and rough-

nesses. It holds itself by thii^ claw, re-?

mains suspended by this hold, and takes its

flight from this position, all which opera-

tions compensate for the weakness of its

legs and feet.

The bat w^ithout her hook, would be tha

most helpless of ail animals. She can nei«

(her run upon her feet, nor raise herself

from the ground, but these inabilities are

made up to htr, by t!ie contrivance in her
wing, and by placing a claw on that part.

The crane kind are destined to live and
seek their food amongst the waters; yei;

luiving no web-feet, are incapable pf swiai-

ming. To make up for this deficiency,

tiiey are furnished witli long legs for wading,
and long bills for groping for their prey.

Not only is the surface of deep waters
peopled by numerous tribes of birds that

swim, but marshes and siiailow pools are.

furnished with hardly less numerous tribes

of birds that wade.
The spider lives upon flies, but lias no

wings to pursue theui ; this would have
been very necessary to the spider, but if

jthe trusted to her legs would have been a
v^My hopelqsi^ atteu)pt. The wants of the
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spider are, Ihereforej provided for by a re-

, source which no stratagem, tio effort of the

animal could have produced, the power of
Rpinning a web. This it fastens like a net

in those situations where it is most likely to

intercept flies, its proper food.

The works of the Deity, are distinguished

hy expedients. Wherever we can see a want,

some contrivance always comes in to meet
the difficulty.

It will explain this better to say, that the

Almighty having given to each species, a
different form, where he denies wings to

one, or feet to the other, provides in place

of those, something that is better adapted
to the animal's nature.

A snail, with neither wirgs or feet, nor
the powder of spiniung'like a spidtr, climbs
lip the stalks of plants, by the sole aid of
a sticky humour discharged from her skin,

and adheres to the stems, leaves, and fruits

of plants, by means of a sort of sticking

plaster.

A muscle, which might seem by ifs help-

lessness to be at the mercy of every wave
(hat goes over it, has the singular power
of spinning strong threads by which she

iqnoprs her shell to rocks and timbei^.
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A cockle, on the contrary, by means of

a sliif tongue, works for itself a shelter la

the sand. The care of Providence extends

to cases apparently the most desperate.

A lobster has in its constitution a diffi-

culty so great, that one could hardly con-

jecture hefore hand how nature would meet
it.

In most animals the skin grows with
their growth. If, instead of a soft skin,

there be a shell, still it may in most cases

admit a gradual enlargement.
Thus, as the animal grows larger, for in-

stance, the tortoise, the additional substance

is made at the joinings of the large scales.

Oyster-shells grow larger by an addition

at their edge, it is the same with periwin-

kles at their mouth, the simpHcitj of their

form admits of this.

But as the lobster-shell grows quite

round the limb?:, as well as round the body
of the lobster, it allows not of any of the

modes of growth which are observed to

take place in the other shells ; its hard-
ness prevents it from stretching, and its

complexity renders it incapable of increas-

ing its size, by addition of substance to its

^dge.
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How then was the growth of tl e lobster

to be provided for, was room to be maiie

for it in the old shell, or was It (o be suc-

cessively fitted w ith new one s ?

Jfa change of shell became necessary,

how was the lobster to extricate himself

from his present confinement, liow was he
to uncase his buckler, or draw his legs out

of his boots ?

The process which fishermen have ob-

served to take place, is as follows ;

At certain seasons, the shell of the UAu
Bter grows soft, the animal swells his body,

the seams open, and the claws burst at the

joints, when the shell has thus become
soft upon the body, the animal makes a

gecpnd effort, and by a convulsive shaking,

casts it off.

In this state, the liberated, but defence-

less fish, retires into holes in the rocks.

The released body now suddenly pushes

its growth,

Jn about eight and forty hours, a new
shell is formed, fitted in every part to the

increased size of the animal. This won-
derful change is repeated every year.

A very numerous tribe of land animals

^re entirely w ilhout feet, yet have as much
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occajitoa to move as Olivers • serpents aiid

worras for instance; how is the want of
feet to be compensated in them ?

They are enabled to move by the dis-

position of the muscles and fibres of thts

body.

By means of the joint action of rings

and strings, the bodies of serpents, worms,
and various reptiles are capable of beinfir

shortened and leno^thened, drawn up and
stretelied out. The result of this. action is

a forward motion, and in some cases a very

rapid one of the whole body, in any one
(lireclion to which the will of the animal
determines it.

The meanest creature is a collection of
wonders. Observe the play of the rings

in an earth-worm as it crawls, the waving
motion of its body, the beards or prickles,

with which it is armed ; and which the

animal can either shut up close to its

body, or let out to lay hold of the rough-
ness of the surface upon which it creeps.

Let us c )n?iJer further how admirably
the bodies of animals are fitted for the

elements by w[ii;;h they are surrounded,
and in which they move ; how excellently,

for instance, are the wings of bird» adapted
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for flveir motion through the airj and how
t'qually well the fins offish for proceeding
through the water.

Can it be doubted whether the wings of
birds bear a relation to air, and the fins of
fifth to water.

'i1iey ar^ instruments of motion, se-

verally suited to each element.

Was not (he nature of water contem-
plated when fins were given to fish, and
the nature of air referred tOj when birds

were provided with wings.

Throughout the universe there is a won-
, derful preyortioning of one thing to ano-»

ther^-the size of one animal to anotlier,

and of the human animal, especially, when
considered with respect to other animals^

^tA to the plants which grow around
him.

Jt is exactly such as a regard to his con-*

veiiience wovild have pointed out.

- A giant could not have milked goats,

reaped corn, or mowed grass ; he could

not have rode a horse, or trained a vine,

or shorn a sheep.

A pigmy would have been lost among
rusheS; or carried off bj birds of prey.
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Take tho earth as it is, and consider the

correspondence of the powers of its inha-

bitants, with the properties and condition

of the soil which they tread ; take the in-

habitants as they are, and consider the

substances which the earth yiehls for their

use, they can scratch its surface, andits sur-

face supplies all which they want.

When we pass from the earth to the sea,

fioiii land to water, we pass through a great

chano^e; butwe find a corresponding cliange

of animal forms, and functions, and of ani-

mal capacities and wants, suited to the new
element.

The earth in its nature is very different

from the sea, and the sea from the earth;

but one accords with its inhabitants, as
exactly as the other.

Can it be doubted that it is in conse-
Quence of the special appointment of our
Creator, that animals cherish their off-

spring, that the yoimi»* quadruped is di-

rected to the teat of its dam, that birds

build their nests, ard brood with so much
patience upon their eggs, that insects which
do not sit upon their eg;^^, d<^posit them n
those particular situations, in which the
young, when hatched, find thtir appropriate
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food, and that salmon, and some other

fish, go from the sea into rivers, for the pur-

pose of shedding (heir spawn in fresh

\\^afen

Let us consider more particularly, out

of this catalogue, one of the most familiar

instances, the hatching of ej^^gs.

There can be no doubt, but that a couple
of sparrows, hatched in an oven and kept

separate from the rest of their species,

would proceed as other sparrows do, in

every office, which related to the produc-
tion or preservation of their brood.

The thing is inexplicable upon any other

supposition than that of instinct, impressed

upon the constitution of the animal, by its

Creator.

For first, what should induce the female
bird to prepare a nest before she lays her

egg; it is in vain to suppose her to be
possessed of the faculty of reasoning, for

110 reasoning will reach the cause.

For let us suppose the egg to be pro-

duced, how sIkjuUI birds then know that

their eggs contain their young?
There is nothing either in the appear

auce, or in the contents of an egg, which
Could lead even the most daring imaging-
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iion, to conjecture, that it was liereaftef

to turn out from under its shell, a living

perfect bird.

The form of the egg bears no mark of

resemblance to that of the bird, and even
if w^e break it, we find less reason, if pos-

sible, to suspect for what it was intended.

If we should go so far, as to guess that

it might he designed for the abode and
nourishment of an animal, we should ex-
pect a tadpole dabbling in the slime, much
rather, than a dry, winged, feathered crea-

ture.

From the white of an egg, would any
one look for the feather of a goldfinch, or

expect from its simple uniform substance
one of the mostcomplicated ofall machines,
a bird.

But admit the sparrow by some means
to know, that within that egg was con-

cealed the beginnings of a future bird,

from wl^nce was she to learn that warmth
was necessary to bring it to maturity, or

that the degree of warmth imparted by her

own body, was the degree required.

Of young birds taken in their nests, and
which are from their earliest infancy, neces-

sarily separated from their parents and the
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rest oftheir kind, some afterwards breed
in cages, and they are still found to build
their nests nearly in the same manner as in

the wild state, and to sit upon their e^^s»

In the casf^ of moths, and butterflies,

their practices are still less likely to be the
effects of education, than those of birds.

These deposit their eg^^s in the precise

substance, that of n cabbage for example,
from which, not the butterfly herself, but
the caterpillar whicli is to issue from her
eggs, draws its food.

The butterfly cannot taste the cabbage,
cabbage is no iood for her.

Yet, it is not by chance but by a careful

choice, she lays her eggs in the cabbage.
There are amongst many other kinds,

the ^>illow caterpillar, and the cabbage
caterpillar, but we never find upon a wil-

low, the caterpillar which eats the cab-

bage.

'Ihis choice of the butterfly, cannot pro-

ceed from instruction, she had no teacher*

in her caterpillar state, she never knew
her parent.

A self-hatched caterpillar, she came out

of an egg, before she was turned into a

butterfly; the egg had been laid long
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before bj a butterfly, which deserted it

jis soon as it was laid, and died before it

was hatched.

No knowledge, tlierefore, can be handed
down amongst butterflies, from one gene-
ration to another.

There is no opportunity amongst them,
either for instruction or imitation ; the pa-

rent race is gone before the new brood is

brought forth.

And if it be reasoning in the butterfly, it

is profound reasoning indeed ; for she must
remember her caterpillar state, and then
foresee, that the little egg, which drops from
herself, will, at a future period, produce a
living creature, not like herself, but like the
caterpillar, which she remembers herself

once to have been.

In birds is it the egg which the hen
loves ? or is it the expectation which she
cherishes of a future progeny, that keeps
her upon her nest?

What cause has she to expect delight
from her progeny ?

Can any rational answer be given to the
question, why prior to her experience, the
brooding hex\ should look for pleasure from
her chickens ?
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Tlie ta^te has been given t6 her by her
Maker ; no other answer can be given.

It does not appear that thecuickoo ever

knows her young, yet, in her way, she is as

careful in making provision for them aa

any other bird.

She does not leave her egg in every hole.

The salmon suffers no obstacle to oppose
her progress up the stream of fresh rivers

;

she struggles through the rapids, she leaps

up the cascades.

And what does she do when she gets up
the strean) ? she sheds a spawn, which
Bhe immediately quits, in order to return

to the sea, and tnjis issue of her body she

never afterwards acknowledges in any
shape whatever.

Where shall we find a motive for her

lefForts, and her perseverance, except in the

designs and order of our Creator ?

The violet crab of Jamaica performs a
fatiguing march of some months continu-

ance, from the mountains (o^he gea side.

When she reaches the coast, she casts her

spawn into the open sea, and sets out upon
her relvirn home.

Mollis and butterflies, as wehavealready^

observed, sieek ovit for their eggs those
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precise situations and substances which,
the caterpillars, which are to be produced
from their eg^s, will find to be their proper

food.

But that dear caterpillar the parent

butterfly must never see ; and there are

no experiments to prove, that she would
retain any knowledge of it, if she were to

see ir.

How shall we account for her conduct,
her art and judgment, in choosintr out and
securing a maintenance for her young, and
siill more for the impulse upon which shs

acts ?

What should induce her to exert any
art, or judgment, or choice, about the
matter?

The undisclosed grub, the animal which
she is destined not to know, can hardly be
the object of a particular affection.

How shall we account for that strong

affection which a hen bears to her chic-

kens, ceasing altogether when they grow
up ?

Birds and beasts, after a certain time
banish their offspring, disown their ac-
quaintance, and se«m to have enea no
knowledge of the objects which so lately
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engrossed the attention of their mind, and
occupied the industry and labour of their

l)odies.

This change in different animals takes

place at different distances of time from
the birth, but the time always corresponds

With tlie ability of the young animal to

maintain itself.

In the sparrow tribe, when it is per-

ceived that the young brood can fly, and
shift Tor themselves, then the parents for-

sake them for ever, and though they con-

tinue to live together, pay them no more
attention than they do to other birds in

the same flock.

And yet how fond of them they were ;

how did they caress them, with their affec-

tionate notes, and lull and quiet them with

their tender parental voice, and put food

into their mouths, and cherish ai^d Jceep

them warm, and teach them to pick and
gather food for themselves, and, in a word,

perform the part of so many nurses, deputed
by the Sovereign Preserver of the world, to

assist such young and helpless creatures.

Neither ought it, under this head to be

forgotten, how much this care costs the

^nimijil that teeU it; how much a bi*'*!^ for
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example, gives up by sittinfr upon her

nest, now repugnant it h to all her habits

and her pleasures.

An animal formed for liberty submits

to confinement, in the very season when
every thing invites her abroad.

An animal delighling in motion, made
for motion, all whose motions are so easy

and so free, and which is hardly a mo-
ment at other times at rest, is, for many
hours of many days together, fixed to her

nest, as close as ifher limbs were tieddown
by pins and wires.

It is surely impossible to see a bird in

that situation, without recognizing an in-

visible hand detaining the contented pri-

soner from her fields and groves for a pur-
pose, as the event proves, most worthy of
the sacrilice, most important, most bene-

ficial.

But the loss of liberty is not the whole
of what the bird suffers ; Harvey tells us,

that he has often found the female wasted
to the skin and bone, by sitting upon her
eggs.

My young friends, remember that the

bird and you had one and the same Maker :

wliat He has so carefully and benevolently
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provided, do not you in wantonness or

cruelty destroy; spare the poor mother
and her young ones for each other*

Thestructure and the use of the parts of

insects are less understood than that of
quadrupeds and birds, not only by reason

of their sinallness, but also on account of
the remoteness of their manners, and modes
ot life, from those oF larger animals.

Observe the wings of a beetle ; the trup

winjjs of tlie animal is a light transparent

skjn, finer than the finest gauze, and not

unlike it ; it is also, when expanded, very

large in proportion to the size of the

animal.

In order to protect this delicate wing, a

strong horny c^ise is given to it, whicli lies

pver it.when the animal is at rest.

When the anitnal is at rest, the gauze

wings lie folded up under this impenetrable

shield ; when the beetle prepares for flying,

he raises the covering, and spreads out this

thin membrane to the air.

And it cannot be observed, without ad-

miration, what a tissue of cordage, made of

the finest muscles, must run along this fine

surface, in order to enable the animal,

^filler to gather it up whenever it desires
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to i^ace its wings under their stt^^er^ or to

expand again their folds, when wanted for

Many or most ofthe beetle species lodjre

in holes in the earth, and have frequently

to squeeze their way through narrow pas-

sages, in which situation wings so tender

and so large could scarcely escape injury,

without both a firm covering to defend
them, and the power of collecting them'*

selves up under its protection.

AnotUer contrivance, equilly denoting
the care of Providence, is the awl, or borer,

fixed at the tails of various species of Hies,

and with which they pierce in some ca^ea

plants, in others wood, ii Gthci*s the skin

and flesh of animals, and in others even
lime, mortar, and stone, in oixler to depo-
sit their eggs in the hole.

The stings of insects are in riieir shapa
not unlike this piercer; the sharpness to

which the point in all of them is wrought,
tlie temper and firmness of the substance
of which it is composed, the strength of
the muscles by which it is darted out, com-
pared with tlie smallness avid weakness of
the insect, and with the soft texture ofthe
rest of the body, are properties of the
sting to be noticed and not a little to be
admired.
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The ftingof a bee will pierce a strong
glove, it penetrates the human flesh more
readily than the finest point of a needle.
The action of the sting aflbrds an ex-

ample of the union of chemistry and me-
chanics, combined for the little creature's
defence.

First, as to the chemistry, how strong
must be the venom which, in so small a
quantity, can produce euch powerful
effects.

And in the bee we may observe, that
this venom is made from honey, the only
food of the insect, but the last material
from which it would naturally have been
expected, that a strong poison could have
been prepared, by any process or digestion

whatsoever.

In the next place, with respect to the

mechanism, the sting is not a simple, but a
compound instrument. The visible sting,

though drawn to a point exquisitely sharp,

is in strictness only a sheath, (or near to

the extremity may be perceived, by the

microscope, two small holes, from which,
after the point of the main sling has buried
ilself in the flesh, are launched out two
?till more subtile piercers^ which may be
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called the true or proper sUnfjs, being timse

through which the poison is infused into

the puncture, already made by the outer

sting.

Chemistry and mechanism are here

united, and it was necessary ; for all this

machinery would liave been useless, and
the little piercers would scarcely be felt

by us, if a supply of poison had not been
furnished from the insect's body.

And, on the other hand, the poison

could not haveatiained ilscftectg, or reached
its enemy, if, when it was collected at the

extremity of the insect, it had not found
there a mnchmery fitted to conduct it to the

external situations in which it was to

operate.

We have here an awl to bore a hole, and
a syringe to inject the fluid.

The trunk with which many insects are

endowed comes next in order to be con-
sidered ; it is a tube or pipe attached I9

the head of tl>e animal.

In the bee it is composed of two pieces,

connected by a joint; for if it were con-

stantly extended, it would be too much
exposed to accidental injuries.

Therefore, when it is not in use, it is
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doubled iip by mea^s of the joint, and m
that position lies secured under a scaly

penthouse.

In many species of the butt^rflj, the

proboscis or trunk, when not in use, is

coiled up like a watch-spring.

In the bee the proboscis serves the office

of the mouth, the insect having no other,

and it is evident how muck better it is

fitted than a mouth would be, for the col-

lecting of the proper nourishment of the

animal.

For the food of the bee is the necfar of

flowers, a drop of sjrup lodged deep in

the bottom of the flower ; the bee thrusts

his long narrow pump into these cells, and
sucks up this precious fluid, inaccessible to

every other approach.

It is observable also, that the plant is

not the worse for what the bee has done to

it 5 the harmless plunderer rifles the sweets,

but leaves Ihe flower uninjured.

The ringlets of which the trunk of the

bee is composed, and the muscles by which
it is extended and contracted, tbrm so

many wonders when seen through a micros-
cope.
The agility also with which it is moved,

can hardly fail to excite admiration.
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The change of form in inaects, from

grubs to moths, and flies, is an astonish-

ing process ; a hairy caterpillar is trans^

formed into a butterfly.

We have four beautiful wings where we
had none before, a trunk in the place of a

mouth with jaws and teeth, and six long

legs instead of fourteen feet.

In another case, we see a white, smooth,

8oft worm turned into a black, hard, horny

beetle, with gauze wings.

This an astonishing process; in what
manner is it performed ?

It seems most probable, that there exist

at the same time three animals, one within

another, all nourished by the same diges*

tion, and having a circulation of the blood

common to them all : the latest discoveries

and experiments seem to fiivour this sup-

position.

In the butterfly species, the insect,

already equipped with wings can be disco-

vered under the skin of the worm, which
covers it as with a case. In some species,

the trunk, the feelers, the limbs, and wjngs
of the fly have been observed to be folded

up, within the body of the caterpillar, with
the greatest nicety.
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This bHng so, the outermost animaJ,

which, besides having its own proper cha-
racter, serves as a covering to the other, dies,

as we suppose, and drops off first.

WJiat we call the chrysalis, or husk, then
offers itself to observation ; this also has a
soH of languid life, and in its turn dies; its

britlle husk falls to pieces, and finally

makes way for the appearance of (he but-

terfly, which springs from ihe filth that sur-

rounds it, and rises on its wings into anew
element, full of life, and joy. and beauty,

with new habits, new pursuits, and new
enjoyments, and a new and unknown world
all before it.

Let this wonder ofthe insect world remind
us of the resurrection of the human body.

^' Why should it be thought nitli you a
thing incredible, tfial God should ndse the

dead ?" was a question put by the apostle

to the learned of i he heathen world.

H^d they duly reflected on the cater-

pillar crawling at their feet, they need not
have considered it incredible.

But we have a better warrant for the
truth, we know it from Divine Revelation,

which tells us, that this corruptible body
must put on incorruptionj and this marlal

luust put ou imosoitality.
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The time will come, we know, when
the soul and body of which we are conu
posed, must pari.

The body will then be placed in the

grave, and mujft reluru to the du^t from

which it was made; but the soul never

dies; it shakes off* its clay, and lises into

a new stage of being.

The insect throws off its cuter covering,

and the crawling caterpillar becomes an
inhabitant of the air ; it flies about from
place to place, but it is only to perform the

purpose intended by the Almighty. Jt lays

its eggs and dies.

But when the soul throws off its case, it

becomes meet for eternity—it never dies-
it lives for ever, eidier in happiness or
misery.

It is religion tells us this. Religion also

tells us how we may hope to be blessed in

Heaven—and by what conduct, also, we
shall earn the punishment of Hell.

We now return to the insects —Almost
all insects are produced from egos. Na-
ture keeps her butterflies, moths, and ca*

terpillars locked up during the winter i^

their egg state.

And we have to admire the various de-
vices resorted to for the security of the egg.
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Many insects enclose their e^gs in a
«il5cen web—others cover them with a coat
of hair torn from their own bodies,—some
glue them together, and others, like the
moth and the silk worm, glue them to the

leaves of trees, upon which they are laid,

that they may not be shaken off by the
wind, or washed away by the rain.

Some again cut holes in the leaves, and
hide an egg in each hole, while others wrap
their eggs up in a soft substance, which
forms the first food for the young aeimal
when itccomes forth into life; and others

again make a hole in the earth, and having
stored it with a quantity of proper food,

deposit their eggs in it.

In all which we are to observe, tliat

the expedient depends not merely upon
tl^ address of the animal, but also that

its own constitution provides it with the

means.
The art also with which the young in-

sect is coiled up in the egg presents, where
it can be examined, a subject of great

curiosity.

The insect, furnished with all the mem-
bers which it aught to have, is rolled up
into a form which seems to coiHract il into

the least possible space*
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By which eontracfion, notwitlvstonding

the smallness of the egg, it has room
enough in its apartment, and to spare.

This folding up of the limbs, appears to

indicate a special direction of Providence

;

for if it were merely the effect of com-
pression, the position of the parts would
be more various than it is. in the same
€pecies it is alwajs the same.
No person who lias inspected a bee-

hive can forbear remarking, how commo-
diously the honey is bestowed in the comb

;

and amongst other advantages, how eifec*

tually the fermentation of the honey is

prevented by distributing it into separate

small cells.

The fact is, that when the honey is se-

parated from the comb, and put into jars,

it runs into fermentation, with a much less

degree of heat than that which takes place

in a hive.

What could the bee do with the honey
if it had not the wax—how could it store

it up for winter.

The bee finds the honey, but makes the

wax.
The honey is lodged in the bottoms of

flowers, and probably undergoes little al-

tewition—it is merely collected.
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Wheiras, the wax is a paste made out

of dry powder, not eimply by kneading
it with a liquid, but by a digestive process

in the body of the bee.

What account can be rendered of these

fact??, but that the animal, bein^ intended

to feed upon honey, was, by i(s all-wise

Creator, provided with a form of mouth to

procure it.

Moreover, wanting the honey in the

season of winter when it could not be

procured at all—it was farther endued
with the no less necessary faculty of con-

structing waxen store-houses for its pre-

servation.

The sting also of the bee has this rela-

tion to the honey, that it is necessary for

the protection of a treq^sure which invites

so many robbers.

Europe has lately been svirprised by the

elevation of bodies in the air by means of

a balloon. The discovery consisted in

finding out a manageable substance which
was, bulk for bulk, lighter than comaion
air.

And the application of the discovery

was lo make a body, coiiiposed of this

j^ubstance, bear up along with its own
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weij^ht, some heavier body vvliich was at-

tached to it,—the two bodies toirether be-

in«^, however, lighter than the san>e bulk

of common air.

This expedient, so nevv^ to ns, proves

to be no other than that which the

Author of nature has employed in the

gossamer spider. We frequently see this-

spider's thread floating in the air, and
extended from hedge to hedge, across

a road or brook of four or five yards in

width.

The animal which forms the thread

has no wings wherewith to fly from one
extremity to the other of this line, nor
muscles to enrJole il to sprincr or dart to so

great a distance. Yet, its Creator has

laid for it a path through the air.. And
after this manner, though the animal itself

be heavier than air, the thread which it

spins from its bowels is iighter. This is its

balloon.

The gossamer spider, left to itself, would
drop to tlie ground, but being tied to its

thread, both are supported.

We have here a very peculiar provision,

and to a contemplative eye, it is a most
gratifying spectacle to see this insect waft-

ed on her thread, sustained by a lightness
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not her own^ and traversing regions whieh,

if we examined only the body of the animal
might seem to have been forbidden to its

nature.

The shells of snails are a wonderful and
most singular contrivance.

Other animals have their winter quarters

to retreat to,—but the snail carries these

about him. He travels with his tent upon
his back, and this tent, though it is both
light and thin, is completely secured from
moisture and from air.

The young snail comes out of its egg with
the shell upon its back, and the gradual en-

largement which the shell receives, is de-

rived from the slimesecreted by the animaFs
skin.

The will of the animal could not deter-

mine the quality of the secretion.

Add to this, that the shell of a snail, with
its pillar and its twisted chamber, is a very

artificial fabric, whilst a snail, as it should
seem, is the most numb and unprovided of
nil artificers.

In the midst of variety, there is likewise

a regularity which would hardly be ex-
pected. In the same species ot snail, the

number of turns is usually, if liot always
the same.
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The sealing up of the mouth of the shell

is also well calculated for its warmth and
security ; but the door is not of the same
substance with the shell.

The shell of a lobster's tail, by its over-

lappings and joints, represents a coat of
mail ; or rather a coat of mail is an imita-

tion of a lobster's shell.

The same end is to be answered by both
;

namely, self defence : the same pro{>ertieSy

therefore, are required in both ; namely,
hardness and flexibility— a covering which
may guard the part without hindering its

motion.
For this double purpose, the art ofman

expressly exercised upon the subject, haj^

not been able to devise any thing better

than what nature presents to his observa-

tion in the lobster.

And how clumsy is the armour made by
man, compared to that with which Provi-
dence has furnished the fish.

Eut to return to insects ; it is in this class

of animals above all others, especially when
we take in the multitude of species, wliich

the microscope discovers, that we are struck

with what has been called the insatiable

variety of nature.
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There are said (o be six thousand
species of jflies, and seven hundred and
sixty butterflies, each different from the
rest.

Mr. St. Pierre tells us, from his own
observation, that thirty-seven different

kinds of winged insects visited a single

strawberry plant in the course of three

weeks.

Ray observed, within the compass of
a mile or two of his own house, two hun-
dred kinds of butterflies.

In the vast variety of animal forms, we
are sometimes led to take notice of the

different methods by which one and the
same end is attained.

In breathinar, for example, insects in

general do not breathe by the mouths, but

in various other manners.
The young of gnats have an apparatus

to raise themselves to the top of the water,

and so take breath by their backs.

The water beetles do the like by thrust-

ing their tails out of the water.

A certain kind of maggot has a long

tail, one part sheathed within another,

( but which it can draw out at pleasure,)

with a starry t\itt at the end, by which
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tuft, when expanded upon the surface,

the insect both supports itself in the wa-
ter, and draws in the air which is neces-

sary.

In the article of natural clothing, we
have the skins of animals invested with

scales, hair, feathers, mucus, froth, shell,

or crust, providentially given to fit each

for the place it fills in the creation.

In the no less necessary article of of-

fence and defence, we have teeth, talons,

beaks, horns, stings, prickles, and in one
species of fish, we have a singular expe-

dient for the same purpose, the power of
giving the electric shock.

The torpedo, or electrical eel, when it

pursues its prey, has the povver of striking

it with a numbness, like that caused by an
electric shock, which deprives it of all

power of flight or resistance.

The same property is also used by the
animal as a means of defence against its

enemies :—for when a person attempts to

liandle one which has been caught, he re. ^

ceives through both his arms an electrical

stroke, which completely deprives him of
the power of moving them.
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Ahd some animals have the power of
driving* away their pursuers by an into\

lerable stink, or of blackening the water^

through which they are pursued.
To this great variety in living creatures

the Deity has given a corresponding va-

riety of animal appetites.

ior the end and objects of this we have
not far to seek.

if all animals were to covet the same
elements, retreat, or food, it is evident how
much fewer could be supplied and accom-
modated than what at present live con-

veniently together, and find a plentiful sub-

sistence.

What one nature rejects, another delights

in ; food which is nauseous to one tribe of
animals, becomes, by that very property
which makes it nauseous, an alluring dainty
to another tribe.

Carrion is a tp?at to dogs, ravens and
vultures. The exhalations of corrupted

substances attract flies by crowds; maggots
delight in putrefaction.
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CHAP. Ill,

We should never think of the elements

without reflecting upon the luimber of dis-

tinct uses which are united in the same
substance.

The air supplies the lungs, supports fire,

conveys sound, reflects light, diffuses smells,

gives rain, wafts ships, bears up birds.

Water, besides maintaining itsown inha-

bitants, is the universal nourisher ofphints,
and through them of land animals, is the

basis of their juices and fluids, dihites their

food, quenches their thirst, floats their burr

,dens, and dissolves pr melts a great many
solid bodies.

Fire warms, dissolves, und enliorhtens, and
is the great promoter of vegetation, and qf
life.

Air is rendered unfit for the support of
animal life by breathing, by fire, and by
putrefaction. By the constant operation
ofthese corrupting principles, the whole at-

mosphere, if there were no restoring causes,

would come at length to be deprived of it§

necessary degree ot purity.

Some of these restoring causes have beea
discovered 3 and so far a^ the dic^very has
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proceeded, it opens to us a beautiful and a
wonderful provision.

Vegetation proves to be one of them , a
sprig- of mint corked up in n bottle wiih a
small portion of foul air, placed in the
light, renders the air again capable of sup-
pw'ting life or flame.

Here, therefore, is a constant circulation

of benefits maintained between the two
great provinces of organised nature. The
plant purifies what the animal has poi-

soned.

In return, the contaminated air is more
than ordinarily nutritious to the plant.

Agitation with water turns out to be an-

other of these restoratives. The foulest air

shaken in a bottle with water for a suffi-

cient length oftime recovers a great degree

of its purity.

Here then we see the salutary effects of

storms and tempests.

The tumbling waves which often rise so

high, are doing the very thing which was
done in the bottle.

Nothing Cc^n be of greater importance

to living creatures than the wholesomeness
of their atmosphere.
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It ought to give us, therefore, a more
correct view of these agitations of the ele-?

merits, of which we sometimes deplore the

consequence, to know that they tend power?

fully to restore to the air that purity

which so many causes are constantly ini-

paring.

In water there is also an excellence

which cannot be sufliciently admired ; thaj.

is, its want of taste.

Had it been like wine, or pil, or vinegar ;

bad the sea been filled, or the rivers flowed
with beer, or milk, or spirits, fish con??

stitutedas theyare, must have died. J^lants,

fcpnstitutpd as they are, would have wither-

jed,—the animals which fe4 upon plants,

must have perished.

Now, it is the want of taste in water

which renders it the best of &11 substances

for our use.

Haying po taste of its own, it becomes
the clear and perfect c^irrier of every pther

taste.

Had ther^ been a taste in water, be it

what it might, it would have infected every
thing witli which it was mixed, with a trou-?

bkfcome repetitipn of the s^me flavour,
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Another thing in this element not less

to be admired, is the constant round which
it travels, and by which, without suffering

either waste or mixture with any thing that
could spoil it, it is continually offering it-

self to the wants of the habitable globe.

From the sea the sun's heat causes those
vapours to arise which form the clouds.

These clouds descend in rain.

Rain penetrating into the crevices of the
hills, supplies springs.

Springs flow in little streams into the

valleys, and these streams uniting become
rivers.

Which rivers, in return, feed the ocean,

from which ocean the same water rises

once more in vapour to form the clouds

again.

So there is an incessant circulation of
the same fluid, and probably not one drop
more or less now, than there was at the

creation of the world.

A particle of water takes its departure

from the surface of the sea, in order to

fulfil certain important ofiices to the earth,

and having executed the service which
was assij^ned to it, returns to the bosom
which it left.
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Some have thought that we have too

much water upon the globe, the sea occu-

pj'ing above three quarters of its whole
surface.

But the expanse of ocean, immense as

it is, may be no more than sufficient to

fertilize the earth, by ascending into the

air to become rain.

Or independently of this reason, why
raay not the sea have as good a rii^hi to

its place as the land? It may proportion-

ably support as many inhabitants, and be
as large a source of enjoyment.

The land affords only a habitable sur-

face ; the sea is habitable to a great depth.
Water appears to a common observer to

be one of the simplest ot all substances.

Yet in reality it consists of two substances
joined tOiretherj and each of th^m perfectly

unlike that water which they form by their

union.

This has been discovered by chemistry,
which has added greatly to humv'm know-
ledge, and which more than niostsciencej^,

brings us acquainted with the admirable
care »ni design of our Creator, in tlie fof;

mation of the materials of our glab^.



Who would suppose pure water to be
composed of the mi:5[ture of two kinds of
^ir, and nothing else ?

^
And who would suppose that one of those

airs was the great supporter of fire and
^\ery kind pf burning.—And that the other

pf these airs was one ot the most inflam-

enable substances we know ?

The first of these airs is called vital air,

^nd the other inflammable air. Who would
have supposed that it is by burning thesp

two airs together, that water, of all things,

^s produced ?

Who would have supposed that a man
fcouki have raised himself above the clouds i

And if we had been assured of its pos-

sibility, who would have suspected that it

was by means of a little common water
^^hat it could be done ? Yet so it is.

For it is this inflammable air that is put
into a bafloon ; the balh^on when filled

with it, is so light, that it ribcs in the air

for the same reason that a cork rises when
placed at the bottom of a^ool.
The inflammable air is about twelve

times lighter than the air whicli we breathe.

It is quite unfit for breathing, and any
living creature that was put into it would
die.
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If any fire touches this in^ammable air,

it will explode like gunpowder.
It is often produced in great quantities

from the water in caves and deep mine?,

and is called by the workmen the fire*^

damp.
Dreadful accidents have sometimes taken

place by its exploding in mines where
workmen have gone in with torches.

It has killed the miners, and sometimes
shot them and all the machinery out into

the air.

A chemist can separate any certain quan-
tity of water into these two airs of which
it is formed.

And he can then weigh these two aii-s.

And he can then join these two airs again
by burning them together, and the result is,

that they produce the same quantity and
w^eight of w^ater as at iSrst.

The air which we breathe is also far

from being one uniform substance ; it is a
very curious mixture of two kinds of air.

The first of these is the same \i(al air

of which you have just heard.

The next is by chemists called o^ote

:

about one-fourth of the atp which vve

breathe is vital air, and the renmhiing
three-fourths are azotei
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It IS by means of the vital air that it

serves both for our breathing and fbr fire

burning in it.

No animal could live in azote—nor
would fire burn in it^ but the union of
these t^vo airs forms exactly that sort of
air which is most fitted for the maintenance
of animal life.

It is a curious consideration that when
these two airs are united in another man-
ner they produce aqua-fortjs, a lic^uid which
possesses such violent powers that it burns

lup our flesh as fire would do, and dissolves

copper as water would dissolve salt.

We will mention only one other kind of
air, which miners call the choke-damp,
which is often found in great quantities in

inines.

It is heavier than any pf the airs whjch
we have mentioned, and, therefore, rests

upon the bottom of the mine. No fire

will burn in it, and no animal can breathe

in it. Many persons have lost their lives

by getting into it.

It is this sort of air which is often found
jn the bottom of deep wells. Many purop-

fjprers haye been killed by it.
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When a man gets into it he faints in an
ihsfant, and dies in a very few seconds
unless drawn out of it.

The best course to take with such an un-

fortunate person is, to dip him immediately
in cold water. And the best way of re-

moving choke-damp from wells or caves

where it is found, is to pour into it a quan-
tity of water.

We meet with the last mentioned air

in places where we should least expect
it.

It is produced in great quantities in the

brewing of beer, and would often prove
fatal to the vforkmen, but that they take

proper precautions against it.

It is also contained, in still greater quan-
tities, in substances which common observa-
tion would never lead us to suspect had
any thing to do with it. For instance, in

many sorts of stone.

Limestone contains it in great abun-
dance.

And it is this air which makes limestone
so good a manure. Wlien we burn lime-

stone, we produce no other change than
that we take this air out of it.
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Q uick-llme is nothing else than limestone
deprived of this air.

And limestone is nothing else than pure
lime with this air united to it*

This air is principally composed of a
substance called carbon^ which is the nou-
risfaer of all plants.

It is, therefore, that the substances
whleh contain this air are such good
manures.
We meet with this air united to lime in

other substances besides common lime-

stone.

All shells are made of it.—We may con-

sider shells as the richest and purest of all

limestone.

It is, therefore^ that sea-sand is a good
manure ; il is good jrist in proportion as it

contains broken shells.

Hot lime has this curious property, that

by long exposure to comuion air it becomes
Ignited again to the air of which we have
been speaking.

For the common air contains a very

smcU proportion of the choke-damp, and
the lime (Attracts this portion to itself.

When the hot lime has thus again been
united to the choke-damp, it loses its acrid
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quality, and Jpsecomes limealone d,^ It was
before.

Only that it remains in the very small

particles, into which it was separated by

being burnt.

And chemists well know that it is irt this

second slate that lime is most powerful as

a manure, and not in its hot state—though
few common flirmers are of this opinion.

It would require a very large volume to

detail all the extr;iordinary discoveries that

chemists have made about the different kinds

of air.

But thus much may suffice to give some
faint idea of the wonderful arrangemeiita

of our Creator amongst what ap[jear to be
such simple substances.

It is ahogether superfluous to expatiate

on the use of Light,

No man disputes it; the observations,

therefore, which are here oiFered, respects

the little which we know of its nature.

Lii^ht travels from the sun, at the rate

of twelve millions of miles in a minute
;

urged with such a quickness, \wh\\ what
force mui^t its particles drive aij^aia^t ever^r

suhsiance, animate or inanijuate, which
stands ill iiji w ly ; and cspeeially ag^^iaat

Q
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the eyes, tlie tenderest of all animal sub-

stances ?

It mio-ht seem to be a force sufficient to

sLatrer to atoms llie hardest bodies.

flow tlien h this con-equence of such

pro'jioions vel(^ci^y ffviarded against? Fy
a pror^ortionable miniiteness of the particles

of wliich liirht is composed.
It h impossible for the human mind to

imai^ine to it^' If any thing so small as a

panicle of light.

iJut this extreme smallness, Ihoiinrb dif-

ficidf to concx^ive^ is ea>ily proved. A drop
of talic^vv cx^pendcd in the wick of a far-

thin'jf candl , shall send forth ray^^ sufficient

to fill a sp'jce of a mile in breadth, and to

fdi it so fnil of tliese ravs, tliat an aperture

not Iar<^'er ihm the pupil of an eye, where*
ever it be placed within that space, shall be

sure to receive some of them.
What floods of light must continually

be ]3oured from the sun !

The closeness of the sun's rays at the

earth, is such, that the number which falU

upon a burninfj glass of an inch In breadth^,

is sufficient, when collected to a point, to

set >v<»pd on fire.

The smailaess and, velocity of particles

"'f)f li jht may be said to be propof tioned to
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each otber^ both surpassing our utmost

stretch of comprehension. And it is this

proportion alone which converts a tremen-

dous element into a welcome visitor.

When the multitude of animals upon
the earth, and in the waters, and in the air,

is considered, we cannot reflect without the

profoundest adoration upon the character

of that Being from whom ail these things

have proceeded.

We cannot help acknowledging^ what a

manifestation of benevolence Creation wa3;
of a benevolence how minute in its care,

how vast in its comprehension.
The world was made with a benevolent

desiirn ; nor is the design abortive ; it is a
happy world after all.

The air, the earth, the water, teem with
delighted creatures.

Jn a spring noon, or summer evening,
on whichever side we turn our eyes, my-
riads of happy beings crowd upon our
view.

" The insect youth are on the wing.
Swarms of new born flies are trying their

pinions in the air. Their sportive motions
their wanton m izes, their continual change
of place, apparently without use or purpose

'q 2
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leslify their joy, and the exultallorv wliich

they feel in their lately discovered faculties.

A bee amongst the flowers in sprinj^ is

one of the most cheerful objects that can
be looked upon. Its life appears to be all

enjoyment, ^o busy and s'o pleased.

Yet it is only a specimen of insect Hfci

with which, by reason of the animal
being domesticated, we happen to be better

acquainted than we are with that of other?*

The whole tribe of winged insects, it is

probable, are equally intent upon their

proper employments, and under every va-

riety of their constitution, equally gratified

by the offices which the Great Author
of their being has assigned to them.

But the atmosphere is not the only scene

of enjoyment for the insect race. Plants

are covered with countless varieties greedily

sucking their juices.

It cannot be doubted but thij^ is a Stale

of gratification: what else would fix them
so close to the operation, and so long?

Other species are running about, with

an alacrity in their motions, which carrit**

with it every njaik of pleasure; lar^i^e

patches of ground are sometimes covered

wi^h these brirk and ^pvightlj oreafures.
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If we look to what the waters produce^

shoals of the fry offish frequent the margins

of rivers, of lakes, and of the sea itself.

These are so happy that they know not

tvhat to do with themselves. Their atti-

tudes, their vivacity, their leaps out of the

water, their frolics in it, all concur to show
their excess of spirits, and are simply the

effect of that excess.

In watching by the sea-side in a calm
evening, upon a sandy shore, and with an
lobbing' tide, you might frequently remark
the appearance of a dark cloud, or rather

very thick mist, hanging over the edge of
the water, to the height, perhaps, of half

a yard, and of the breadth of two or three

yards, stretching along the coast as far as

the eye could reach, and always retiring

ikvith the water.

When this cloud cames to be examined,
It proves to be nothing else than so

much space filled with young shrimps, in

the act ot bounding into the air from the

shallow margin of the water, or from the

wet sand.

If any motion of a mute animal can
€J%press delight, it is this; if thej had
R>eant to make «ifl;ns of their hajipinesf,

411 3
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they could not have done it more intel-

ligibly.

Suppose, then, what there is no doubt
of, each individual of this number to be
in a state of enjoyment, what a scene of
gratification And pleasure have we here

before our view.

\ Animal enjoyments are infinitely va-

rious.

The modes of life to which the habits

of different animals respectively direct

them, are not only of various but of op-

posite kinds; yet each is happy in its own
way.

For instance, animals of prey, as the

hawk or the fox, live much alone; ani-

mals of a milder disposition, live in so-

ciety.

Yet the herrings which swim in shoals,

and the sheep which graze in flocks, are

not more happy in a crowd, or more con-

tented amongst their companions, tlian is

the pike or tlve lion in the deep solitudes of

the pool or the forest.

At this moment, how many myriads of

animals are eating their food, gratifying

their appetites, resting in their holes, ac^

complishing their wishes, pursuing their

pleasures, taking their paistimei.
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In each iadividual ani nal, how many
th}ns:s must go right for it to be at ease,

yet how lani^a a proportioa out of every

spc^ries is «o in every itistant of time.

The youn<y of all aniraa^s aj^pear to re-

ceive positive pleasure, simply froin ih-)

exer<:ise of tlicir lim!)?!, without reference

to any end to be answered by the exer-

tion.

A child, without knowin'T any thin^^ of

the use of larni^nagje, is in a high degree

delighted with being able to speak. Its

incessant repetition of a few articulate

sounds, or p9rhaps of the single word
which it has learned to pronounce, proves"

this point clearly.

Nor is it less pleased with its first suc-

cessful endeavours to walk, aU!iou2:h en-

tirely ignorant of the importance of the

attainment to its future life, and even
without applying it to any purpose.

A child is delighted with speaking,

withotit h iving any thing to say, and wiih
walking, without knowing wuere to go.

And prior to boUi th?se, many are dis-

posevl to believe that the waking hours 6f
infancy, are agreeably taken ud with the
exercise of their sight ; or perhaps more
properly speaking' with learning to see.
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But it rs not for youth alone that the

Great Parent of creation has provided.

Happiness is found with the purring caf^

no less than with the plajful kitten* In
the arm-chair of peaceful age, as well as

in the spn^htliness of ^outh.

In saying this of old age and jouth,

it is only with reference to the pleasure

that rest gives the bodvj when the limbs

are infirm, and the happiness that the

joung derive from motion, when the limbs

are strong and active.

For an old man cannot be happy, if he
has passed his life in wickedness. Nor a
young man experience the enjoyment of

which we have been speaking, it conscience

tells him that he is mispendinghis time, and
acting wrong.

Herein, then, is the difference between
the young and the old : the former is

happy when enjoying the pleasures of mo-
tion, the latter is happy when at rest and
free from pain.

And this constitution suits with the de-

grees of animal power, which they respec^

lively possess. The vigour of youth is

stimaiated to action by impatience of rest,

whilgt to the imbecility of age, quietness

mid ropo«^ become positive gratifications.
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This same feeling and relish for eme^
often renders old age a condition of great
comfortj especially when riding at its an-
chor after a busy or tempestuous life.

It is well described to be the interval of
repose and enjoyment, between the hurry
and the end of life.

The appearance of satisfaction with
which most animals seek and enjoj rest,

after their labours, affords reason to be-
lieve, that this source of gratification is

appointed to advanced life, in their natures
as well as in our own.

In the species with which we are best

acquainted, namely, our own, it does not
seem that youth is its happiest season,

much less the only happy one.

We believe that there is a great deal of
truth in tlie following representation, given
by a very pious vtriter as well as an excel*

lent man.
" To the intelligent and virtuous, old

age presents a scene of tranquil enjoy-

ments, of obedient appetites, of well re-

gulated affections, of maturity in know-
ledge, and of calm preparation for immor-
talitv,

6 5
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•' In this serene and dignified state,

placed as it were on the confines of two
woilds, the mind of a good man reviews

what is past, and looks forward with hum-
ble conHdence in the mercy of God, and
with devout aspirations towards his eternal

favour.

CHAP. lY.

In the human species, the prevalence of
good over evil, of health, for example,
and ease over pain and distress, is proved
by the degree of notice which calamities

excite.

What inquiries does the sickness of our
friends produce! How much conversation

is excited by their misfortunes !

This shows that the common course of

things is in favour of happiness ; thcU hap-
piness is the general rule, and misery the

exception from it.

Were the order reversed, cur attention

would l>e called to examples of health
and competency, instead of disease and
want.
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It IS a most important obserj^^atlon that

the pains and miseries which man meets
witli in this world, are, in truth, chiefly t!ie

work of man himself. *

And that the misf:»rtunes which men ex-

perience so often in life, are mostly charge-
able upon themselves.

How much human misery is caused by-

war ! How many thousands does a great

battle deprive of parents, or brolhers, or

sons, or friends !

How much do tlie inhabitants suffer in

those countries which are the seat of war !

Now all this misery could be prevented,

if men were disposed to love each his

neighbour as himself.
" Love your enemies," said our blessed

Lord and Saviour '- do good to them that

hate you, pray for them that despilefully

use you, and {persecute you ; that you may
be the chikuen of your Father, which is

in Heaven."
Again,—sickness it must be confessed,

is a *rreat scourge of the human race, and
yet, let us consider, hovv much of it is pro-

duced' by our own vices.

Let us observe the drunkard or the gluf-

ton—he enfeebles his body by excess, h3
brings on sotne incurable disease, and if he
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has a famil}^, h© transmits his own sickly

constitution to his children.

To take another instance, every one is

ready to acknowledge that the number of
those who suffer poverty is very great.

Few, however, reflect how much poverty

is produced by man himself.

Many a one marries, before he has
wherewithal to support a wife and family.

Is it at all surpiisinjij in such a case, that

this should cause him to be always in

distress ?

Many a one has a good trade, but he is

not industrious; can any one wonder that

such a man should be very poor ?

Another has a good shop and a ready
sale for his goods, but his customers leave

)um and go elsewhere, either because he

is uncivil, or he seeks too large a profit,

or he strives to get liigh prices for inferior

articles. Is he not himself to blame that

the world goes wron*^ with him?
Look at some of the beggars who atk

for ahns in the public roads and strtets

—

ihey are able enough (o work. What
makes them so ragged and squalid ? They
are lazy and unwilling to work—they had

raHier gel a penny b^- be^'ging, than earn
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five pence by labour. Is it noUnatural thcjr

should suffer for their habits ?

" When we were with you,'* says Saint

Paul, ^' this we commanded you, that if

any would not work, neither should he eat,*'

In fact, the more we should consider the

subject, the plainer it would appear, that

the greater part of the misery which is

witnessed in life, is caused by man himself.

When God created the world, the

Scripture tells us, that " He saw every

thing that he had made, and behold it was
very good,"
But the sin of man soon changed this

happy state, and brought pain and misery

and death into the world.

The heart of man became deceitful and
desperately wicked.

Hatred, variance, wrath, strife, seditions,

envying, murder, drunkenness are amongst,

the works of our fallen nature, as enume-
rated by the Apostle.

And how large a share of the miseries

of this world springs from their fruitful

source.

But the incomprehensible goodness of

God has provided the means of rescuing

W3 fVoia bin and death. l
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By His inestimable love in the redemp-
tion of the world by our Lord Jesus
Christ.

But the design of this volume does not
permit that we should pursue that subject

further.

For the plan of this work is rather to

consider the visible things of creation.

And to avoid every discussion which
could interfere with the religious tenets of
any denomination of Christians; an(! (he

consideration of the scheme of man's re-

demption, might lead us too far into such

discussions.

We shall, therefore, say no more of re-

vealed religion, than to press upon your
minds, how immeasurably more important

it is, than all the knowledge whicli the

survey of the outward creation can im-

part.

To the views of that Creation we now
return.

One great cause of our insensibility to

the goodness of the Creator, is the yevy

extensiveness of His bounty. We prize but

litt'e what we share only in common with

the rest, or with the generality of our

species.
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When we hear of blessings, we are apt
to think forthwith of successes, of pros-

perous fortunes, of honours, riches, pre-

ferments, that is of advantages and supe-

riorities over others. And thus the com-
mon benefits of our nature often entirely

escape us ;
yet these are the great benefits

afier alL

These constitute what most properly

ought to be accounted the blessings of
Providence. Nightly rest, andd?ii!y bread,

the ordinary use of their limbs and senses

and understandings, are gifts which admit
of no comparison with any other; they are

so much the most valuable.

Yet because almost every man w^e meet
with, possesses these, we are apt to leave

them out of our reckoning; they raise no
sentiment, they move no gratitude.

Now in this our judgment is perverted

by our selfishness. A blessing ought in

truth, to be the more satisfactory, and the

bounty of the Giver rendered more con-

spicuous, by its very commonness; and
by its falling to the lot, and forming the

happiness of the great bulk and body of our

species as well as of ourselves.
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It ought to be matter of thankfulness that

others do.

If our Maker had wished our misery,

He might have made sure of his purpose
by forming our senses to be so many sores

and pains to us, instead of being as they
are now, instruments of gratification and
enjoyment, or He might have placed us
amidst objects so ill-suited to our percep-

tions as to have continually offended us^

instead of serving for our refreshment and
delight.

He miglU have made, for example, every

thing we tasted bitter^ every thing we saw
loathsome, every thing we touched a stingy,

every smell a stench, and every sound a
harsh noise.

We see the world abounds with con*

trivances, but we should remember that

all the contrivances which we are ac-

quainted with, are directed to beneficial

purposes.

liivil, no doubt exists, but is never (as far

as we can perceive) the object of contri-

vance.

In describing implements of husbandry^

you would hardiv ^hy of the sickle, tliat
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it was made to cut the reaper's hand,

though froTD the construction of the instru-

ment, and the manner of using it, this

mischief often follows.

We never discover a train of contrivances

to bring about an evil purpose.

No anatomist ever discovered a system

of organization calculated to produce pain

and disease; or in explaining the parts of

the human body, ever said, this is to irri-

tate, this to inflame, this channel is to con-

vey the gravel to the kidneys, this gland

to produce the humour which causes the

gout.

With respect to venomous bites and
stings, it may be observed, that so far as

the animal itself is regarded, the faculty

complained of is a good, being conducive

either to its defence, or to the subduing of

its natural prey.

And in some instances, it conduces to

the killing of the prey when caught, by
a mortal wound inflicted in the passage

to the stomach, which may be no less

merciful to the victim than salutary to the

devourer.

In the viper, for instance, the poisonous

fang may do that which in other animals
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'of f>rey is done by the crush of the teeth.

Frogs and mice might be swallowed alive

without it.

It has been very jnstly remarked, con-
cerning serpents, that whilst only a f(*w

species, in fact, possess the venomous pro-

perty, that property has the effect ofguard-
ing the whole tribe.

The most harmless snake is avoided with
as much care as a viper*

Now the terror with which large animals

regard this class of reptiles is its protection,

and this terror is founded on the formidable

injury which only a few of the number are

capable of inflicting.

The species of serpents described by
Linnaeus amounts to SlSj of which 32 only

are poisonous.

But part of the mischief which man
complains of from ferocious or poisonous

animals is, in fact, attributable to himself.

Man leaves large and fertile countries

without a human inhabitant, and invades

burning sands and deserts, which may be

considered as the territories of venomous
reptiles and wild beasts, and then com-
plains, that he is infested by their bites and
stingB.
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Some accounts of Africa place this ob-

servation in a strong point of view :
^^ The

" deserts in the South of Africa," says

Adnnson, '^^ are ei.lirely barren, except
*' where they are found to produce serpen(«,
^^ and these in such quantities, that some
*^ extensive plains are almost covered with
*' them."

T!\ese are the creatures appropriated to

such a situation; let them enjoy their ex-

istence, let them have their country.

Surface enough will be left to man,
thous^h his numbers were increased a hun-
dred fold; and it will be left to him in

countries where he may live exempt from
these annoyances.

Again, if we consider the great end that

is answered by the disposition that certain

animals have to prey upon each other, we
f^hall find that what at first sight appears

to be an evil, is by infinite wisdom made
to fulfil a wise and beneficent purpose in

the economy of nature.

Now to judge whether, as a general
provision, this can be deemed an evil, the

following reflections are tit to be attended
io.

Immortality upon this^arth is cut of
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the question; without death there could
be no generation, no parental relation.

The natural age of different animals
varies from a single day to a century of
3^^ears. No account can be given of this,

nor could any be given, even though otlier

proportions of life had obtained amongst
them.
The length then of life in different ani-

mals being the same as it is, the question is,

wrhat mode of taking it away is the best,

even for the animal itself?

Now, according to the established order
of nature, the three methods by which life

is usually put an end to are, acute diseases,

decay, and violence.

The simple and natural life of brutes is

not often visited by acute distempers, nor

could it be deemed an improvement oftheir

lot, if it were.

Let it be considered, therefore, in what

a condition of suffering and misery a brute

animal is placed, which is left to perish

by decay.

In human sickness or infirmity, there is

the assistance of man's rational fellow-crea-

tures, to alleviate his pains, and minister

to his necessities, and to supply the place

of his own activity.
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But a brute in his wild and natural state,

does every thing for himself.

When his strength, therefore, or hia

speed, or his limbs, or his senses fail him,
he is delivered over either to absolute fa-

mine, or to the lengthened wretchedness
of a life slowly wasted by the scarcity of
food.

If the present system, therefore, of pur-

suit and prey were altered, we should see

the world filled with superannuated, half-

starved, helpless, and unhelped animals.

And we should here remark, the limits

under which this system of pursuit and prey
is permitted.

The hare flies from the dog, but it feels

no alarm at the hawk. The heron looks

for the frogs in the ponds, but it never
attacks the mole, or the field-mouse.

Each animal, therefore, has its pecu-
liar objects from which to fly, or which
to pursue. And Providence lias given to

each the necessary means of offence and
defence.

This system of pursuit and prey, it may
just be mentioned, is to the animals them-
selves the spring of motion and activity on
both sides, both to the pursuer and the

pursued.
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The pursuit of prey forms the emptoy-^

ment, and appears to constitute the plea-

sure of a considerable part of the animal

creation.

The using of the means of defence, or
flight, or precaution, forms also the business

of another part.

And even in this latter tribe, we have no
reason to suppose that (heir happiness is

much molested by their fears.

Their dnnojer exists continually, and in

some cases they seem to be so far sensible

of it, as to provide in the best manner they

can against it; but it is only when the at-

tack is actually made upon them, that they

appear to suffiT painor uneasiness from v^
To contemplate the insecurity of their

condition with anxiety and dread, would
require a degree of reflection, which (hap-

pily for themselves) they do not possess.

Thusa hare^, notwithstanding^ the numbef
of its dant^ers and its enemies, is as playful

an animal as any other, and probably tHi

happy a one.

But to do justice to the question, the

system of animals preyin<( upon each other

ought always to be considered along with

anoiher property of the nature of animals;
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namely, their wonderful tendency to in^

crease in numbers.
In almost all cases, nature produces her

sup|)lies wiih profusion; a single cod-fish

spawns in one season a gr( ater number of
e£^«s than all the inhabitants of England
amonnt to. And the quantity of frog-

spawn, in almost every pond^ is such, that

if it were not devoured by birds, tfie surface

of the country would be occupied by frogs

n a very few years.

A 1 housand other instances ofthe increase

of animals might be stated, which would
carry on the multiplications of the species

with a rapidity vv^hich- outruns calcula-

tion, and to an immeasurable extent.

Where this vast fruitfulness meets with
a proper vacancy in nature [itted to receive

the species, there it operates with its whole
effect, there it pours in its numbers^ and
replenishes ihe waste.

We complain of what we call the muU
tiplication ofsome troublesome insects, not

refleciing that large portions of nature

might be left void without it.

Immense tracts of forests in North Ame-
rica, would be nearly lost to sensitive ex-
isfcncp^ if it were not for flie».
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In die thinly inhabited regions of thaf

Continent, in which the waters stagnate,

and the climate is warm, the whole air h
filled with crowds of these insects, and the

waters and the marshes, with countless

multitudes of frogs.

Hence, it is, that where we might have
looked for solitude and death-like silence,

we meet with animation, activity, and en-*

joyment, in a busy, a happy, and a peopled
world

!

The deserts of Africa, also, are found
covered with locusts.

Do we so envy these abodes, as to pro-

pounce the fecundity by which they are

thus supplied with inhabitants, to be an
evil, a subject of complaint, and not of

praise.

It is by the means of this same fecun-

dity, that what we term destruction be-

comes almost instantly the parent of ne\V

What we call blights in corn, are often-

times legions of animated beings, too small

for us to see without a microscope, claiming

their portion in the bounty of nature.

What corrupts the produce of the earth

to U8, prepares it for them; »nd it is by
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jsieans of their rapid multiplication, that

they take possession of their pasture: a
slow propagation of them would not meet
the opportunity.

But then this fecundity, though of great

occasional use and importance, may some-
times exceeil the ordinary capacity of na-

ture to receive or support its progeny.

All superabundiince, therefore, mustte
followed by destruction, or it must destroy

itself.

Perhaps there is no species of animals
whatever which would not over-run the

earth, if it were permitted to them to mul-
tiply in perfect safety ; or any kind of fish

which would not fill the ocean, if left to

their natural increase, without disturbance
or restraint.

The food of other species would be ex-
hausted in supplying maintenance for this

favoured species.

It is necessary, therefore, that the effects

of such prolific qualities should be cur-
tailed.

The thinnings which take place among
animals, by their action upon one another,
jure the chief checks and limits.

in some in^tanc^?. we ourselves expie-

H
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ri ence very directly, the use of these hos*

tilities. One species of insects rids us of

another species, or reduces their ranks.

The crow destroys the worm—the crane

destroys the fro^^.

What further shows, that the system of

destruction and of fruitfulness are parts of

the same scheme of Providence, is, that in

each species, the fruitfulness bears a pro-

portion to the smallness of the animal, and
to its weakness, and to the shortness of it»

natural life, and to the dangers and enemies

by which it is surrounded.

An elephant produces but a single young
one, and a butterfly lays six hundred

€gss- .

Birds of prey seldom produce more than

two eggs ; but the sparrow and the duck

trii)e, frequently sit upon a dozen.
In the rivers, we met with a thousand

minnows for one pike ; in the sea, we find

a million of herrings for a single shark.

This is an order of things which can be
accounted for in no other way, than by the
benevolence of the Creator.

Why add pleasure to the act of eating,

or sweetness, or relish to food? Why give a
naw sense for Ihe perception of the ptetisure it
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Why should the juice of a peach, applied

to the palate, affect the part so diflerentljr

from what it does, when rubbed upon the

palm of the hand?
"

Ealing is necessary, but the pleasure

attending it is not necessary; and this

pleasure depends not only upon our being

in possession of the sense ot taste, which
is different from every other, but upon a

particular state of the organ in which it

resides.

We must, many of us, have experienced

that corruption of taste, which frequently

occurs in fievers, when every taste is irregu-

lar, and every one is bad.

In mentioning the gratification of the

palate, it may be said, that we have made
choice of a trifling example.
But let us remember, that whilst their

gratifications afford a share of enjoyment,

even to man, they are to brutes of very

great importance.

A horse at liberty passes a great part of
his waking hours in eating.

The pleasure is doubled to the ox, the

sheep, the deer, and other ruminating
sinimaU.

H 2
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Their whole time almost is divided l>e-

tween browsing upon their pasture, and
chewing their cud.

Whatever the pleasure be, it is spread
over a large portion of their existence.

If there be animals such as the pike and
shark, who swallow their prey whole, and
at once, without any time for either

drawing out or relishing the taste in the

Riouth, it is not, perhaps, an improbable
conjecture, that the seat of taste with them
is in the stomach.

If this opinion be right, they are more
tlian repaid for the defect of palate. The
feast lasts as long as the digestion.

The necessary purposes of hearing might
have been answered without harmony

;

those of smell, without fragrance, and those

of vision, without beauty.

It may reasonably be asked, why is any
thing a pleasure? And there seems no
answer, which can be returned to Cheques*

tion, but that which refers it to the bene-

volent appointment of our Maker.
The annexing of pain to the meaas which

would destroy or injure us, is, also, a wtlu*

tary provision, inasmuch, fts it teachct vi-

gilanc^ ajDd caution.
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1ST

It both give* notice of danger and ex-

cites those endeavours, which raay be ne-

cessary to preservation.

The evil consequence which sometimes
arises from the want of that timely warning
of danger, which pain gives, is known to

the inhabitants of cold countries, by the ex-

ample of frost bitten limbs, an injury not

uncommon in the north of Europe, though
seldom experienced in the happier climates

of Great Britain and Ireland.

Persons who have lost toes and fingers

by this cause, in general declare^ that they

were totally unconcious of any local un-
easiness in the part affected at the time.

Some have even said, that whilst thejr

were about their employment, neither their

situation, nor the state of the air, was
unpleasant*

They felt no pain, Ihey suspected no
mischief, till by the application of warmth,
they discovered too late, the fatal injury,

which some of their extremities had suf-

fered.

This shows the use of pain, and that

we stand in need of such a warner of
danger.

H 3
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Pain itself U not without its allevk-

ti<m». It may be violent and frequent ;.

but it is seldom both violent and long
continued, and its pauses^ and intermis-

sions become possitive pleasures.

It has the power of shedding a satis-

faction over intervals of ease, which few
enjoyments exceed.
A man resting from a fit of the stone,

or gout, is for the time in possession of
feelings of happiness which undisturbed
health cannot impart.

Two very common observations favour

this opinion ; one is, that remissions of

pain call forth from those who experience

them stronger expressions of salisfacUon

and gratitude towards the Author of their

relief, than are excited by advantages of

any other kind.

The second is, that the spirits of sick

men do not sink in proportion to the

acuteness of their sufferings ; but rather

appear to be roused and supported, not

by pain, but by the high degree of com*
forti which they derive from its cessation,

or even its snbsiding, whenever that oc-

curs.
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gree^ to abale the feat of deatli, whiah it

does ia a wonderful manner, and often-

times by a mild and imperceptible gra*

datioa.

Brutes are in a great measure delivered

from all anxiety on this account, by th«^

inferiority of their facuUies,

Or rather, they seem to be armed with
tke apprehension of death^ just sufficiently

to put them upon the means of preserva^

liony and no farther.

But would a human being wish to pur-

chase this freedom, by the loss of those

powers of mind, which enable him to look

forward to the. future ?

In thus speaking of death, we are al-

luding to it, only as the last struggle, which
takes place before the soul and body se-

parate.

lleligioii asi^ures us, that there is a re«-

ward for the righteous; and this will, to a
good man, calm tlie apprehensions^ which
every one must feel at the awful moment.

Eternal punishment, also, as su,rely

awaits the wicked; and its near approach
must, to sacbj infinitely augment the droad
of death.
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'there is one circumstance eonnecied
with the close of life, which must affect,'

even the strongest, and most devout.

Death implies separation ; and the loss

of those whom we love, must necessarily,

so far as we can conceive, be accompanied
by pain to us.

To the brute creation, nature seems to

have stepped in with some secret provision

for iheir relief, under the breaking off of
their attachments.

In their instincts towards their offspring,

and of their offspring to them, it is sur-

prising to observe, how ardently they love,

and how soon they forget.

Rational occupation coupled with, and
directed by religion, is, amongst men, the

very source of contented existence.

But there would be no place left for oc-

cupation, if either the things with which
we had to do, were absolutely impracti-

cable to our endeavours, or if they were
too obedient to our uses.

A world fitrnished with advantages on
one side, and beset with diificulties, wants,

and inconveniences, on the other, is the

proper abode of free^ rational, and active

naturae.
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Becau9d it is i\k% fittest to sharpen their

facullies,

A world, in which nothing depended on
ourselves, however it might have suited an

imaginary race of human beings, would
not have suited mankind.
Our skill, prudence, and industry—our

various arts, and our best attainments,

from the application of which we draw our

most permanent gratificationSi would bs
insignificant, if things could be either

moulded by our mere will, or of their own
accord, conform themselves to our viewa
and wishes.

The distinctions of ranks in ctvil life

are apt enough to be regarded as evils, but
perhaps it will be found, with very Iktle

reason.

In the first place, the advantages which
the higher condilions of life are supposed
to confer, bear no proportion in value to

the advantages which are bestowed by na-

ture.

The gifts of nature always surpass thfe

gifts of fortune.

How much, for example, is activity

better than attendance, beauty than drest,

appetite, digestion, and health, than all
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the ttuiiei of -cookery, or than the most
costly collection of forced, or far-fetched

dainties.

By the simplicity of humble life, a man
is released from the cares, which perplex
those who have great affairs to manage.

His plain meal satisfies his appetite, and
he eats it with a greater relish than many
a rich man enjoys, who sits down to a
splendid banquet. Hi3 sleep is sounder,

health firmer, and he knows not what
lang:uor and listlessness are.

Nature has a strong tendency to equali-

zation. Habit, the instrument of nature,

is a great leveller.

The familiarity which habit induces,

takes off the edge, both of our pleasures,

'^^and our sufferings.

Indulgences, which are habitual, only

keep us in ease, but cannot be carried much
farther. ;

* It seems also, to be necessary for our
happiness, as well as for our good, that the

period of human life should be uncertain.

For, if mortality followed any fixed rule,

it would produce a security in those that

were at a distance from it, which would
lead to the greatest disorder.
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And it would produce an indescribable

apprehension in those who approached it,

often similar to that which a condemned
prisoner feels on the night before his exe-

cution.

But in order that death should be uncer-

tain, the young must sometimes die as well

as the old.

And, if deaths were never sudden, they

who are in health would be too confident

of life.

In that case, the strono; and the active,

who most want to be warned and checked,

would be too apt to live without apprehen-
sion or restraint.

On the other hand, were suddea death

very frequent, the sense of common jeo-

pardy vvouhl interfere too much with the

degree of ease and enjoyment intended for

us.

And human life would be too uncertain

for the business and interests which belong
to it.

In this case, there could not be depen-
dance either upon our own liveK, or thd

lives of those with whorn we are conn xted,
sufficient to carry on th<> regular offices of
^uman society.
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The manner, therefore, in which deatli

«made to occur, conduces to the purpose©
of warning, without overthrowing the ne*
cessary stability of human aflairs.

The seasons are a mixture of regularity

and chance.

They are regular enough to authorizfe

expectation, whilst their being in a consi-

derable degree irregular, induces a neces-

sity for our personal attendance, for activity^

vigilance, and precaution.

it is found, m fact, that where the soil

is the most fruitful, and thie seasons the
most constant, there the condition of the

cultivators of the earth is the most de-

pressed.

Uncertainty, therefore, has its use, even

to thpse who sometimes complain of it the

most*
Seasons of scarcity themselves are not

without their advantaget*

They call forth new exertions, they set

contrivance and ingenuity to work : they

give birth to improvements in agricuUure

and economy, and they promote the inves-

tigation and management of public re-

sources. And,, above all, they give oppor-

tunities for the display of the kinder feelingis
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of our nature, in the a««»i stance winch they

call forth from man to his feUow.

Fluman life is not a state of unmixed
liappiness, nor is it a state of denioned mi-
stTy ; It is not a state of retribution, it is

not a state of punishment. It suits with
none of these supf)Ositions.

It accords much better with the idea of

its beini2^ a state of probation ; that is, a

condition calculated for the production,,

exercise, and improvement of moral qua-
lities, with a view to their fitting us to bear

our part in a future state.

Tliere is no situation in which a rational

being is placed, from that of the best in-

structed Christian down to the condition

of the rudest Barbarian, but affords room
for the exercise of qualities, good or bad.

Health and sickness, enjoyment and suf-

fering, riches and poverty^, knowledge and
ignorance, power and subjection, liberty

and bondage, civilization and barbarity,

have all their offices and duties,^ all serve

for the formation of character.

The best dispositions may subsist under
the most depressed and most afflicted for-

tunes. A West Indian slave, for example,
amidst all his wrongs, may retain his bene-

volence.

I
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The kind master of such a slave, who,
in the exercise of a houndless aiitliority,

postpones his own interest to his slave's

comfort, is a meritorious character.

But still he is inferior in goodness to such

a slave. These conditions, opposite as they

may be in every other view^, are both trials;

each is a stale of probation. The master

and the slave is each upon his tpial, how
he will act his part in the state of life to

which he is called.

Again, one man^s sufferings may be an-

other inan^s trial. The family of a siclk

parent is a school of fiTial piety.

And the charities of domestic life, and
not only these, but all the social virtnesv

are called forth by the distresses of oirr

neiirhbour.

But then misery^ to be the proper objieet

of benevolence, must be reallj or .appa-

rently casual.

For were there no evils in the world,

but what were visible punishments, bene-
volence would only stand in the way of
justice.

Such evil?, consistently with the admi-
nistration of moral governrper)|j^ could not

be preventei{.>

The degree, of happiness which we usual-

ly enjoy in a is life, is better suited to a
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stale of trial ^nd probation, than a greater

degree would be.

Tlie truth is, we are rather too mucH
delighted with the world, than too little.

Imperfect, broken, and uncertain, as

our pleasures are, they are more than suf-,

ficient to attach us to the eager pursuit uf

them.

A due regard to a Future State can

h&fdly keep its proper place as it is. If

we were designed, therefore, to be in-

fluenced by that i^egard, might hot a: more
indulgent system have interfered with th-^

design ?

We ^ee the same intelligent powfer filx-

ing the ring of the planet Saturn, two hiin-

dred thousand miles in diameter, to sur-

found its body ; and suspending it like a
magnificent arch, over the heads of its in-

habitants.

-And we see the same Power bending a
hooked tooth for the bat's wing ; or pro-

viding a {Proper mechanism for the clasping^

and unclasping the filaments of the feather

of the humming bird.

We have proof not only of both these'

works proceeding from an intelligent Au-
thor, but of their proceeding from' the same
Author.

I 2
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For we can trace a sameness pf plan

from the planet Saturn to our own globe.

Therefore, one Mind hath planned all

these production?, one being has been con-

cerned in them all.

Under ihis stupendous Being wo live
;

opr happiness, our existence is in his hands.
All we expect muf^t come from Him.
Nor ought we to feel our situation inse-

cure. In every nature, and in every por-

tion of nature which we view, we find His
attention bestowed upon even the minutest

objects.

The hinges in the wings of an earwig,

and the joints of its feelers, are as highly

wrought, as if the Creator had nothing else

to finish.

We see no signs or diminution of care

by the multiplication of objects, nor of

distraction of His thought by their variety.

We have no reason to fear, therefore,

our being forgotten, or overlooked, or ne-

glected.

The existence and character of the Deify

is, in every view, the most interesting of

all human speculations.

In none, however, is it more so, than as

it leads to the belief of the fundamental
articles of Revelation.

It is a step to have it proved, that there
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must be something in the world, niore tlian

what we see.

And it is a fiirlher step to know, th:\t

among the invisible thins^s of nUture, there

must be an intelligent Creator, concerned
in its production, order and support.

But upon no other article of Revealed
lleligion does the belief of a Deitv bear
with so much force, as upon that f^rand

point, the resurrection of the Human Dead.
The thinir u\ight appear hopeless, did

we not see a Power at work able and ade-
quate to the office. A Power under the

guidance of spiritual will, and a Power
penetrating the inmost recesses of all sub-
fetances.

'

; Are there any who think that the weak-
hess of the human faculties, in our present

state, seems ill to accord with the high des-

tinies, wiiich the expectations of Revealed
Religion teach us to entertain.

.

Let sucli persons only consider, whether
-anyone who saw a child two hours after

its birthy could suppose that it would ever

cojne to understand mathematics.

Upon the whole, in every thing which
respects our future awful, but as we trust,

our glorious change, we have a wise and
powerful Being upon whom to rely, tor the

choice and aimointrnent of means adequate

I 3
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io Uie execution of any plan, \yhicli \m
goodness may have formed.

That great office rests witli Him.
lie it piir part to hope, and with his as-

sistance iQ prepare ourselves: under afimi
and settled persuasion, that whether livin«r

or dying we are His, that life is passed in

his constant pres(?nce, and that (|eath rer

,sfgns us to Hjs merciful disposal.

CHAP. Y,

The surface of the earth which we inha-

|)it h not, as it appears, one great plain,

broken only by hills and valleys.

The real sliape of fhe parth is that of a

l^ound ball, somewhat flattened at each
end^ like an orange.

The laro-est mountain in the world is not
greater in comparison to the whole earth,

tjian a grain of dust i^ to an apple.

And ail Ireland is not larger, when com-
pared to the whole surface of the earth,

than the smallest speck which could be
made on the apple witli the tip of one's

little finger^ compared with the entire sur?

face.

The whole ball of the earth is very large

;

a line drawn throuijh the heart of it frona
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<^ne Side to the other, wouM be no less

iilian 8,000 miles ia length.

A line lirawn all round the Earth would
be above 2^,000 mill's loni^;.

Th3 roundness of the Earth is the rea-

son why we cdnnot see above a few miles

from us at sea, or upon a great phiin ; for

^he surface of the karth dips down from

us, and we lose S'ght of it.

The circle thnt bounds or ends our view

^n aH sivles, where the sky appears to meet
the l^^arth, is cdled the horizon.

When G()d Almighty made the Earth,

Hi5 apj)0iiiited it to move round the Sun
jg)nce in every year.

And the Earth has beeo movim; round
|l;^e Sun, ever since the creation of tlie

world to the present time.

The circle in which the Earlli moves as

k goes round the Sun, is called the Earth's

orbit, or the Earth's path.

We do not perceive the motion of the

Jb^arth for m-iny reasons, partly because we
^I'je used to it tiom childhood ; but princi-

pally, because every tiling on the Earth,

and t^y^'H the air, and the clouds above it^

9 re all carried round together, and we do
i^ot see any thing change its place in con«

8e<iuence, and so are not sensible of the

iiiouon.

1 4
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The S^nn h a great ball vastly larger

than the Eartlu

It is no less than a million of times lariijer

than the Earth; that is, a thousand time*;

a (housand times larger ; so that if there

were a ball a thousand timc-s lar;E;;er tliari

the Earth, the Sun would still bea thousand
times Jarger than that ball.

Astronomers have discovered by good
telescopes, that there are dark spots in the

Sun, which are supposed to be holes in tlie

surface, and which are larger tlian the en-

tire of (he Earth.
We do not know of wliat substance the

Sun is made ; but as it gives so nuicli light

and heat, we may suppose that it is nune
like to fire, than to any otiier thing that we
are acquainted with.

The reason wliy tins prodigious body
which we call the Sun a[)pears so sinali, \%

the immense distance at which it is placed

irom us.

Tiie Sun is really abo\il ninety-five mil-

lions of milts from us; but we are so little

accustomed to thirdv of such great distances

that it is diificult at once to comprehend
how great a distance that really is,

it amy give some general idea of it to

say, that if a canmon-bHll, which moves so

fast as to be invisible, were to fly from
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hence towards the Sun, at tlie same rate

at which it moves when fired fVqm a crnir

non, and were never to stoi), it would re-

quire above twenty two years before it

would reach hiru.

And yel the Earth woukl reach the Suu
in two months, if it were to rush towards

the Sun with the same swiftness that it

moves at present round him.

Hence, we see, how very much faster

than a cannon-ball the Eaith's motion i-^,

HS it moves in its path round the 8un.

For the Earth moves, in two montli55>

through a space that it would require

twenty-two years for a cannons-ball to fly

through.

And a cannon-ball would actually re-

quire a hundred and thirty-two year^ to fly

round the Sun, in the same circle that the

^arth moves through in one year.

Some of us have seen a balloon moving
through the air, and have been struck with

the grandeur of the sight.

And, perhaps we may have reflected oil

the astonishing speed of a cannon-ball.

But what is the size of a balloon, com-
l^ared to that of this entire earth ? And
what is the speed of a cannon-ball, com-
{>ared tp the swiitness of the Earthy in its^*

journey round the Sun ?

1 3
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It 13 indeed an idea wliicli Qur imagina-p

fiqn can hardly compass, that this great

(31obe which we inhabit, this solid Earth,

>vith all its cities, its mountQ,ins, and its

oceans, has, during so many thousands of
years, bepn flying with such enormous force

found and round through the same circle,

jieither slower nor faster, neither higher
nor lower ; but along the same invisible

path, originally directed by our Almighty
Creator.

There is no room, however, for ^ny doubt
about the fact of the Earth's moving at this

rate.

I^earned men have carried mathematical
knowledge to ^uph perfection, that they
can measure the speed of the Earth in its

journey round the Sun, as accurately as

the motioq of a carriage upon a road.

The i^se of this long and rapid journey
of the Earth round the Sun, is to prodiice

the change of the seasons, Spring, Sumn^er,
Autumn, and \^inter.

For it is owing to this motion, tha^t

Spring and Sunimer, Autumn and Winter,
^ucceed to each other.

This is effected in the following man-
ner:—

Whil^ the Earth is going roun^d the Sun,
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it !5omctimes points its north part ratlicr

more towards the Sun than its south part.

And it is then Summer in the countries

which lie towards the north part of the

Earth.

And at the same time it is Winter in the

jpountries which lie towards the south,

which ar^ th«n turned more away from the

Six qvojiths afterwards, the south part is,

In its turn, pointed more towards the 8uu
than the north part is, and then it is Win-
ter towards the north part, and Summer
towards the south part of the Earth.

In Spring and Autumn, the north and
south parts of Europe are, neither of
them, pointed towards the Sun, one more
than the other, but are at the same distance

from him.
While the earth moves round the Sun

in llie manner we have described, once in

every year, it has another motion equally
wonderful, round a line within its own body.
In order to understand this, let us sup-

pose a hM with a sharp wire drawn through
its centre ; suppose then you hold this wire
fast by one hand, and with the other, turn
the ball round and round upon the wire.
This is the nature ofwhat is called the mo-
tion of the Earth round its axis. For what
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i?i tlie wile in the ball, h called the axi&

when we ^peak of the Earth.

Exactly such a line may l)e supposed to

pnfes ihroiigh and through ihis Earth ; it isi

called the Eurlh's axis, and every part of
the Earlh nioves round this line in the

sauie manner that the ball moves round the

wire.

The Eartli moves round its axis once iu

every twenty-lour hoiirs, and it is this mo-
tion which produces the Ghauges of day
ami ni^iht on our Earth.

The two places where the axis meets the

surface of the Earth are called the FoUs,
Hud are tt vmed the North Pole and the

South Pole,

it may be observed that these Poles are

the only points on the Earth's surlkce that

do not move romid the axis, for they are

iu the axis^ t)^'ing in fitct tiie two ends

of it.

When the motion of tlie Earth brings

that side on which Ireland is tovyards the

hun, it is Day in Ireland ; and when the

Earih turns half round, and Ireland is oa
the side turned aw^ay horn the Sun, it in

iSiuht !n Ireland.
' it IS always day through half of the

worh!, and always night through the otheir

half:
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When it is day in Ireliin.d, ii is niglit on
the other KJde u? the JSarth ; that is, it is

ni^ht at Botany l>ay, iii New Holland.

VVhen we get the first giiinpse of the Sua
in the morninir, we call it Siia-ri^e.

As tiie Earth goes on turning-, the Sun
geen^s to mount over our beads.

VVhen the Sun appears at the highest,

we call it Mid- day.
After that, by the motion of the Earth,

\ye are turned njore ^nd more away from
the Sun until nighty when we lose sight of

the Sun aliogethf^r.

During the night, we are carried half

way round the axis of the Earth, which
l)rings us once more in sight of the Surjj Qi\

the following morning.
Hence we see, that although the Sun ap-?

pears, to our e^es, (o go round the Earili

once in every day and night, our eyes by this

a[)pearanceare deceived ; for it is the Earth
all the while which is turning on iis axis,

and the Sun really stands quite still.

The shape of the Moon, like the Sun and
(he Earth, is a ball. The Earth is about
sixty times as large as the iVloon, and the

Sun is no less than sixty millions of times

larger than the Moon.
The, reason that the Sun and Moon ap-i

pear to our eyes nearly of the same size, Is^
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ihat the small body of the Moon is much
nearer to us than the Sun is, and the l^rge

)jQ.dy of tlie Sun is very far from us.

Tlie Moon is about 240,000 miles from
the tarth.

A cannon-ball would be about twenty-s

one days flyinfj from the Earth to the Moon,
but it wouhl take no less than twenty-twQ
years to ij^o from the Earth (o the Sun.
The Moon has no light of her own, but

appears bright only when shone upon by
i\\e Sun.

We have all observed how the glass of tv

window appears when the Sun shines on it.

But the gU>ss has no light of its own, and
we cannot see it unless there is light from
gome other thing which strikes upon it, by
>vhich we may see it.

The case Js the same with the Moon.
The Sun is always shining upon one halfof
the Moon, and the other half is in tQtal

darkness.

When the Moor^ shows to us that part of
)ier body \yjiich is lighted by the Sun, we
i:all it Full-moon.
When she shows to us only half of the

part that is lighted, we call it Half-mopn.
And when the whole of the illuminated

part has been turned away fgon\ us, and she
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IS jusl beginning to show us a part of the il?

laminated side fjgain, we call it iN^evv-moon.

It does not at first appear evident, why
pur seeing only a small part of the illipninat-

ed side pf the Moon, should produce that

horned appearance which we call a crescent.

But we shall easily understand the rea-:

3on, if we take any white ball, and colour

half of it black, and walk round it at some
distance from it; we shall then see its white

?ide show all the shapes that the Moon ex-

hibits.

The Earth is of the j'.ame use to the

Moon that the Moon is to the Earth, and
appears to her nearly as the Moon does to

us, but a great deaj larger.

The Earth appears to the Moon nearly

eixty times as large as the Mopn does to the

Earth.

The Moon moves in a circle round the
Earthp in the same manner that the Earth
moves round the Sun.

The Moon moves round the Earth on.(:e

in a month.
The Mopn also moyes round her own

axis, but much slower than the Earth do^s

round lier^s.

The Moon moves round her axis once ia

twenty-eight days, so that th^re are only

thirteen days and night§ u\ the Moon'si
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year, but every one of her days are of the

same len<^tli as twenty-eight of ours.

We have not yet done speaking of the

Moon ; we must say a few words of
Eclipses.

When the Moon gets between the Earth
and the Sun, a part of the Sun appears to

us to be covered by the body of the Moon.
This is what is called an Eclipse of the

Sun.
When the Moon gets behind the Earth,

that is, when the Earth is directly betweea
the Sun and the Moon, the Moon some-
times falls into the Earth's shadow.

For there is always a great shadow
thrown out behind the Earth at the side

fiirthest from the Sun, which shadow we
call Night, and this reaches as far as the

Moon, and farther too.

When the Moon falls into this shadow,
it loses all light from the Sun, and we call

it an Eclipse of the Moon.
In former times, many people were so

ignorant as to be frightened at these

E(i:lipses, but the above are the simple
causes of them, and so well are they now^
understood, that astronomers can tell to a
day, and even to a minute, at what time
these Eclipses are to happen, for thousands

i;f years to come.
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What a proof of flie wonderful exf^ct-

ness of matliematical knowledge, and how
ntucli education can raise one man above
another.

The principal use of the Moon to us, as

every one knows, is to give light in the

night.

Its connexion with our affairs does not,

however, stop here.

It is the cause of the Tides in the ^ea—

-

we have spring tides at fulUmoon and ai^o

at new-moon, so that we have spring tides

once in every fortiiight. The neap tides

are at the periods of half-moon.
The Moon is also thought to have a con.

^iderable eff ct upon our weather, ])r()bHbly

by occasioning tides in the air over our
heads, like the tides in the water ; for the

air is a fluid like water, onlv much thinner,

and must be acted on by the Moon in the

same manner, but in a still greater degree.

In forn»er times, many nations paid Di-
vine Worship both to the Sun and Moon.
You read in the Scriptures how the Assy-

rians and Canaanitt's adored Baal as a
(lod, and Astitaroih as a Goddess,—now
Baal was the Sun^ and Aslilarolh was the

Moon.
We read in the book of Job this reflec-

tion of hijj under his suflcrini^s—- ^' II' i btJ*
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.walking in brightness, and niy heart hath
been secretly enticed, or my mouth had
jkissed my hand, this also were an iniquity

to be punished by the Judge, lor I should
have denied the God that is above."

By the enticing of his heart, Job meant
the sin of worshipping those Bodies.
And by the kissing of his liand, he meant

the swearing by them as Gods.
Job lived in (hose times and amongst

those nations ; but we are nujre happy
than they, in having had revealed to us th^

one trije God Almighty, who made both
the Sun, and the Moon, and this Earth,

and our inunortal souls, and who sent U:i

into this worki to see His wondrous works,

j^nd to prajse His goodness, and to obey
His commandments, and thus, with His aid,

Jo fit oursejves for eternjty.

And it is the same Trite and Great God
whom we take to witness the truth of our

paths when we swear ; and vybose wrath
and vengeance we call do\yn upon oiu' heads

if we swear falsely.

A witness in a Court of Justice sliould

well consider this.

And he that takes an oath out of a Cpurt

pt Justice, to engage himself it} any under-
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taking, calls upon the pure and Holy God
tp become a party in what he is about.
And if his purpose is a purpose of crime,

lie in fact is guilty of the horrid blasphemy
of inviting the Almighty to become his ac?

complice—he calls on the Divir^e Purity to

witness his guilty intention—he calls on the

Divine Justice to mark the steps by which
he shall pursue it.

What a daring insuU to tfie purity of
God ! What a dreadful defiance of his

Justice and of his Wrath !

And He that made the Ear shjiU he not
liear ?

And He that made the Eye shall he nqt

see ?

Such a blasphemous oath must be re?

pented of, but not performed. i

Such an oath does not bind.—The
wretched /nan who acts in obedience tq

pucli an oath, only adds one gin to another.

Most people think this world, or Earth,

in which we live, of vast consequence, but

if there were any inhabitants in the Sijn,

they would probably be of a very ditferent

opinion.

This earth would appear to thfm but a

,very small speck, not larger than one of

fhose bright stars which we see in a frosty

night 5 arjd th^n ^s for this little jnoon of
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ours, which attends upon the Earth, it is

so very small, tliat from the Sun it could

not be distinouisheJ at all, or at least not

without the help of a very good telescope.

But the spectator in the Sun, would not

want telescopes to see other and finer worlds

than ours roiliui^ round him, one of which
is indeed no less than thirteen hundred
times lcn'g;er than (his Earth;" '•''! ''';'^*'

These other worlds are all sliaped like

our earth, that i^^, they are i^reat balls, (by

learned men called spheres.)

And they move in the same manner ag

the Earth doe^?, in great circles round the

8nn/
These bodies are generally called the

Fianeis.

Each Planet moves in a circle of its own
rourid the Sun, which is called its path or

its orbit.

These paths or orbits are not all of tlie

same size ; a Planet near the Sun necessa-

rily moves in an orbit smaller than the or^

bit of a Planet more distant from the Suiu
The nearest to tlie Sun is Mercury,
Then comes V^enus.

Then the Earth.
Then Mars.
Then Jupiter.

Then Saturn.
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Then Heri5cliel, called also the Georgiurn
Sid us.

These Planets appear to our eyes very

like the stars, so much so, that few people

perceive the difference.

The Planets have no liizht of (heir own,
but appear briirht to us only from the same
cause as the Moon, namely that they are

shone upon by the Sun. They may be
distinji^uished by their shinin«f with a steady

lii^ht. and not twinklino; like the Stars.

These Planets resemble the Earth in ma-
nv points.

Each moves round its own axis, and
therefore^ like the Earth, each has its days

and nights.

They also like the Eiinh have their va-

rious Seasons, theit winters, their summers,
their seed times, gnd their harvests*

On one of them we can distinguish, with

the help of the best telescopes, a whiteness^

about the poles in her winters, which dis-

appears in her summers.
it is probable that this may be her snow*
The Moon, wliich is so much nearer ta

us than any of the Planets, we can distin-

guish more easily than them ; and with a

good telescope we can distinctly see great

mountains, rugged precipices, broad val-

leys, and deep pita on her ^mfaee.
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Thefe are also large dark looking plains

in the Moort, which are, perhaps her Seas.

it is indeed not quite certain that there

is any Water in the Moon, but it seems
pretty clear that there is Fire, for flashes

have been seen distinctly with glasses whea
the Moon was in eclipse.

It is not, however, known^ whether these

flas:hes were the explosion of burning mbun-
tains, or lightning in the Moon.
We will now speak a few words of the

different Planets, and first of Mercury.
Mercury moves round the Siln in erghty-

seven days, that is in rather less than three

of our months;
The distance of Mercury from the Sun i^

about thirty-five millions of miles, that is a
little more than one thirilbfthe distance

of our Earth from the Sun.

This Mercury is but a small woVld, about
a quarter of a quarter as large as our Earth.

Small as he is, he is however four times

larger than our Moon, but he is so far of?

that he appears very small.

It iTiust be very hot in Mercury, at least

nine times as hot as in the Earth. The
brilliancy of the Sun's light must also be in

the same proportion.

An inhabitant of this Earth could hardly'

live in Mercury, he would be blinded witli
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tlie brijrtitness of the daij, arid parched tip

with the hotness of the air.

The Planet next iri order moting roiincJ

the Sun is Venus.
Venus is much about (h6 size of our ownf

Earth, her year is not so long as mirs.

The distance of Venus from the Sun isr

about seventy millions of miles, that is about
three fourths of the distance of our Earth.

The quantities of li^ht and heat in Ve-
riti5, are not very different from what we'

hat^e here, thej are both rather greatep

than with us.

We often see Venus : she is that brt<?ht

star which we sometimes call the morning
and sometimes the evening star. Think! of
this when next you see the morning or the

evening star.

The next Planet in sitccession, is our
own Earth, of which we have already

spoken^

The next beyond our Earth, is the Pla.

net called Mars.
Mars is about one eighth part the size

of our Earth, his distance from the Sun is

once and a half as great as ours, his light

and heat are of course considerably less.

We very often see Mars among the hea-^

venly bodies, you may know him by his

shining with a dusky but steady red light.
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The next Planet is Jupiter*

Jupiter is an immense Planef, about one
tliou.s^and three hundred time^ larger than
our Earth. His distance from the Sun is

about four times s^reater than ours.

His year is as lon^ as twelve of our«<, for

he takes all that time to go round the sun,
and yet he moves seventy timf?s faster than
a cannon ball, but the size of the circle

in which he moves is so very great, that it

requires all that time for him to go round
the Sun.

The heat and light in Jupiter are weak^
owing to his distance from the Sun. It is

probable that the summer in Jupiter, is

colder than the winter of our Earth.

Jupiter moves round his axis once every

ten hours, so that his days and nights are

very short.

The nights of Jupiter are brilliantly il-

luminated, for God Almighty who created

this Earth,; and Jupiter, and all the Host
of Heaven, has provided that distant Pla-

net with no less than four Moons.
These Moons which are of so great im-

portance to Jupiter, are quite invisible to

u?, except with telescopes, owing to their

distance from us*

One of Jupiter's Moons is as large as our
whole earth. .
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Our Moon is quite invisible to Jwpiter,

it must be an excellertt telescope indetd,

hy wliich it could be distinguished at all

by an observer in that Planet.

We see Jupiter very often ; he appears

to our eyes one of the largest, bri<i;htest,

and most beautiful of all the bodies which

shine in the firmament above iis.

The next beyond Jupiter, is Saturn, an-

other mighty Planet, one thousand times

larger than our Earth, and ten times more
remote from the Sun.

Saturn is above twenty-nine years in

performing his journey round the Sun.

Saturn is provided with seven Moons to

cheer his nights.

But the care of Providence has not

stopped there. He is further provided with

a contrivance which well deserves admira-

tion.

For around his body he is belted with a

mighty ring, apparently made of the same
substance as the Planet.

This ring does not touch the body of

Saturn, but is hung round him at the dis-

tance of about fifty thousand miles on all

sides from the body of the Planet.

This ring is so great that there would
be room for our whole Earth to roll upon
it, as a boy's marble might upon a carriage

wheel. K
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This ring sliines lipon tlie Planet when
it IS shone upon by the Sun, as the Moori
does upon our Earth.

Sometimes orie siJe of the Ring shines,

sdmetiraes th^ other, sometimes one side

arid the inside edge or thickness shine to-

gfeither.

All this miist hav6 (he most brilliant and
extraordinary appearance as seen from that

Planet.

The rising of Saturn is quite invisible to'

bur unassisted eyes, but can be vefy clearly

seen with good telescopes.

^
There is another and still iriofe distant

Planet, of wKich we know but little. It

was lately discovered by an astronomer h\

England, itamed Herschel, and called by
hint the Georgium Sidu^, in honor of out
late fevered kiftg, George the III.

This Planet is nineteen times mofe re-

hiote from the Sun than our Earth, he is

ninety times as large as our Earth, and ?s

about eighty-five of our years in perfoi'nt-

ing his joarney round the Sun ; he is at-

tended by at least six moons.
It will be right now to say something of

Comets, but our knowledge of them is very

tonfined;

They ^eem to be bodies so far like the

Planets that they move round the Sun, not,
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lio^'ever, in ciirijlar pailis Ijke them^ bjLjt

in that Fort of fij^ure wlu< h is called an

oval or ellipse ; these orbits of the cornels

are usually yerv lonj^ in propprfion to thjeff

)3reaths5 ^"^' ^^e Sun is always within the

oval, and very close to the end of it, so

that when the Cornet is in thjit part of m
pa^h it is very close to the Sun.

When the Comets tlius approach to |:he

gun, they seem to take fire, and to thrpw

out a lon<r tail of liijrht, some milliojis of

miles in length.

When the Comet comes down amons^ our

Planet.s, we see it, apd when it goes off to

the remote parts of its orbit, we lose sight

of it.

Learned men have computed that thpse

Comets when set on tire by the Sun are

some hundreds of times liotter than red hf)t

iron, ajid that when in the remote parts of

their orbits, they are yastly colder than ice.

Some people have been <;refitly fright-

ened at the approach of a Comet- It cer-

tainly is not quite impossible that one of

them might strike against the Earth, and if

'this were to happen we should all probably

be destroyed.

^ But this is very unlikely ; for of all the

hundreds of Comets thai haye appeared,

hoqe haye ever touched any of the Planets,
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TJie bodies that have already been men-
iioned, namely the Sun, the Planeti?, with

the ir Moons, and the Conieis, form what is

called the Solar System, which means a

particular company of the heavenly bodies

dependant upon our Sun. -

But in every clear ni^rht we see multi-

ludes of other Stars in the vault of heaven,

about which we must now say something.

They are called the fixed Stars.

These are bodies which do not shine

with a weak or borrowed li^ht like the

Planers, but with a light of their own,
bright as that of our own Sun itself, as we
should be convinced if weWere equally

near to them.

None of the learned astronomers have
any doubt that they are indeed real Suns
quite independent of this Sun of ours.

Each ol them, like him, is not improba-
bly the centre of a Solar System of its own,
with Planets, Moons, and Cornels, rolling

round it.

The distance of these Stars from us is

incoTiceivable by any human imagination.

The whole orbit of the Earth is but a

mere point in comparison of it, A cannon
ball would not reach the nearest of thesa

t« ten thousand centuries.

A century is one hundred years.
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If a cannon ball liad begnp to fly to-

ard^ the nearest Star at the time of the

Creation, that is about sixty centuries ago,

all the space through which it would havq

travelled up to tins tirne, could scarcely be

considered as more than a single step of

the iourney.

The Stars appear to us to ri«e" in the

East every evenin*::, and to move over our

lieads to the Westward, as the night ad-

vances.

But all this is a depeption of our sight;

it is the Earth that is moviuj^ round its

own ajj^is : the Stars themselves stapd per-

fectly still, and hence it is ttiey are called

the fixed Stars.

Th^ntiaibei' of these fixed Stars, seen

tluough good telescopes, seems almost as

gi'eat as that of the sand of the sea.

In one little cluster of them which is

called the Pleiades, where the naked eye

has reckoned but seven Stars, Herschel's

telescope has shown two thousand.
'' The total number which our eye can dis-

tinguish in the clearest night, great as it

iippears, does not really exceed one thous-

and, but the number discernible by tliia

great glass is calculated at eighty miftions,

that is, eighty thousand by the glass, for

every single b^r which we can see by the
" '

"
' eye. " ' k 3

^
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And wiro will presJiime to suppose, that

God has created no more stars than jus?t

what an English glass-maker has been able

as yet to disscover ?

Jf the njakcr of that great telescope

4:ould make his gUsses still more powerlul,

can it be doubted that we should discern

fctill more distant stars ?

We must take care not to confound any
of these remote Suijs with what are called

falling Stars. These last are, as it were,
ri^ere sparks of fire, Qnly a fjs iniles above
our Earth.

Neither are we to suppose that these

Sims which are .«p distant from us, are very

near each other, though they appear to ba
go ; this is a mistake of our eye-sight.

In truth, there is no reason to suppose
that any two of them are nearer to each
other, than the nearest of them is to us.

The boundless extent of space allows

room and room enough, even for such

countless numbers of iinmeasureable dis-

tances as we are thus obliged to conceive.

It is even probable, that if we were

removed to the most distant part of the

star^ vvhicli we see, we should still discover

beyond us quite as many new stars as those,

winch we should have left behind.

Do you now think; that those distawt
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nni mighty Suns were created only to

astonish the few persons who have looked

through Herschers telescope ?

Is it not more reasonable fo suppose that

each resembles our Sun in the end for which
it was created, that is, to give light and
heat, day and night, summer and winter,

seed time and harvest, to Planets and
Moons rolling round them ?

Why should we suppose them to have
been created in vain, and to fill the regions

of remote space to no purpose ?

On this Earth of ours we see that every

spot is swarming with living creatures ,—
even those parts where mankind cannot
live, are filled with animal life.

The deserts of Africa abound with mil-

lions of serpents, and with clouds of lo-

custs, that take away the light of heaven
from the country oyer which they fly.

There are great tracts of land in Siberia

covered with mice.

The swamps of America are so peopled
with gnats and midges, that the very air

seems to be made of them.

Even the water is as thickly inhabited

as the land.

A few cod fish would in the space of a

single year, produce an offspring more nu-
mtrous than the i^hole kumaa rac€r.
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|t Fcoms, llierefore, too miicji to suppq?^^

tliat while every corner of this little phinet

of ours is thus swaruung with life, allthesc^

distant, glorious, great^ arid innumeiahle

VorUis, of which we have spoken, are va-

cant deserts, created merely to '^muse Doc-
tor Herscliel in a clear ni^ht. '

In iheplanets of oiir Solar System which
fall within our power of observation, we
iiave ascertained the chanjijes of clay and
nigjit, and a rejj^ular succession of the sea-

sons, and for iDost of tl em, the existence!

uf their respective moons.
Ave we hastily to presume that there

days are intended for no labour, and tha^

these nights adiiiinister to no re()ose ; that

tiiesG sccisoiis produce no croj)s, or that

tdese crops are provided lor no consumers^

or that tiie niiijhts of these plnnets ar<5

cherred by moons which no eye is to be-

hold?
"Or are we to presume that Creation ceases

exactly at tliose other Stars, which might
become visible to an observer removed to

the niost distant Star to which our eye caiV

now reach ?
'

'
' '

' Where then does Creation end ?

Ffihaps no where.

Space still remains \)eyond any conceiv-

able limit—space bouhdkbs and '€ndl*?ssj
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beyoiiJ the remotest point to vvlrich our
thoughts can range. And why should we
suppose that space to be unoccupied by
GocPs works ?

We acknowledge that God fills all space,

this is what we mean when we say that he
is infinite ; and who shall venture to assert

that in any place where he is present, his

goodness ceases to exert itself?

If tlie difRciihy is on the one hand great,

of supposing Creation without an end, it

will he found just as difficult to suppoj?c,

tiiat there are any bounds to space.

Try only to imngine yourself at the

boundary, and can you even fancy that

t'here is no space still beyond you ?

The Eternity of time presents the same,
but no greater difficulties to our under*

standinii^s, than the infinity of space.

And is a subject far more pressing on \x%

to consider.

We acknowled<re that God has had no
beginning, and will have no end, but that

He has been and will be for ever.

This jH what we mean, when we say,

that God is Eternal.

We know that our own life has had a

beginning, bul that it will have no end,

foe we know thai w« shall live for ever ui
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another world, either happy or misierable,

according !o our conduct in this life.

We are sent into tliis world to pass a
very short time, which will determine ouf
fate in Eternity, by the mannef in which
we pass it.

If our wliole fortune in this life'\vere to

depend on our own conduct during p sin-

gle hour, how careful sliould \ye be during
that hour ?

But the importance of Eternity compare(|
with the longest life, immeasurably exceeds
the importance of life as compared with an
hour.

Imagine yourself, if you can, at the last

hour of time, and what is ihere that can
prevent another hoiirfrom still siicceedin«: ?

Can you imagine time to stand still and
cease.

Living for ever means, then, that we
shall live, and thinjc, end feel, as long as one
hour can succeed to another.

Now imagine a mountainof dust reaching

to the clouds, and i(s bottom to coyer the

largest extent of country your eye ever .sa^y.

And imaj^ine one grain of this dust to be

taken away every thousand years.

Every graip of dust would, at last, be

taken awa}—*no thought, indeed, can reach

the length of lime that would be required ;
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but the time vVouUl at last ccrtaitily come,
'

and after it had come, fi new hour would
still succeed as easily and as certainly as

the hour that had just passed.

And eternity would still remain—and
Remain uhdiminished!

In the same manner, after th6 utmost
progress which our imagination can make,
towards the bounds of space^ space still

remains beyondi
What right have we to suppose that

space is tliere tor nothing.

Well might the Royal Psalmist say,
*' When I consider the heavens, the work
bf ihy fingers ; the moon atid the stars,

which thou hast ordained^ what is Man
that thou art mindful of him, and the son
bf Man that thou visitest him ?"

It is, indeed^ enough to make out* hearts

feinkwhen wethink of our own cdrnparative

insignificance, and of the nothingness of
this little speck of Earth, compared with
the glorious scene which is thus spread out
otfer our heads.

But the care of out* Almighty Creator is

directed to the smallest as well as the
greatest of his works*

Every flower of the field is forme^^ ^^
His power^ and upheld by His pvc
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Evf^ry fly and reptile haa its heart, and its

brain?, and its lungs, and its blood vessels,

a« carefully and as curiously constructed
as those of Man himself.

God has tifue and power and attention

for eveiy Ihina:; He never slumbers or

sleeps ; He is about our path and about
our bed, and seeth all our ways.

He has expressly assured us by Je&us

Christ himself, that He has numbered th^

very hairs of our heads, and that not even

a sparrow falls to the ground without His
seeing it.

Let us, tlierefbre, while we adore the

immensity of His power, put our whok
trust in II is fatherly protection and care for

every one ef us.

And let us think well ofthe consequences

of ever disobeying Hia commandraenis.

/ j^/i
L^i^Jf

ft
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